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Abstract. There is lots of data published as Linked (Open) Data (LOD/LD). At the same time, there is also a multitude of tools
for publication of LD. However, potential LD consumers still have difficulty discovering, accessing and exploiting LD. This is
because compared to consumption of traditional data formats such as XML and CSV files, there is a distinct lack of tools for
consumption of LD. The promoters of LD use the well-known 5-star Open Data deployment scheme to suggest that consumption
of LD is a better experience once the consumer knows RDF and related technologies. This suggestion, however, falls short when
the consumers search for an appropriate tooling support for LD consumption. In this paper we define a LD consumption process.
Based on this process and current literature, we define a set of 36 requirements a hypothetical Linked Data Consumption Platform
(LDCP) should ideally fulfill. We cover those requirements with a set of 93 evaluation criteria. We survey 110 tools identified as
potential candidates for LDCP, eliminating them in 4 rounds until 9 candidates for LDCP remain. We evaluate the 9 candidates
using our 93 criteria. Based on this evaluation we show which parts of the LD consumption process are covered by the 9 candidates.
We also show that there are important LD consumption steps which are not sufficiently covered by existing tools. The authors of
LDCP implementations may use our paper to decide about directions of future development of their tools. The paper can also be
used as an introductory text to LD consumption.
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1. Introduction

A considerable amount of data represented in the
form of Linked (Open) Data (LOD/LD) is now avail-
able on the Web, or in enterprise knowledge graphs.
More and more data publishers are convinced that the
additional effort put into the last 2 stars of the now
widely accepted and promoted 5-star Open Data deploy-
ment scheme1 will bring the promised benefits to the
users of their data. The publishers rightfully expect that
the users will appreciate the 5-star data much more than,
e.g., the 3-star CSV files files given that the proper pub-
lication of 5-star data is considerably harder and more
costly to achieve. Naturally, the expectations of users
of LD are quite high as the promoters of LD promise

*Corresponding author. E-mail: klimek@ksi.mff.cuni.cz.
1http://5stardata.info/

that the non-trivial effort put into publishing the data
as LD will bring benefits mainly to them, the users of
the data. These benefits, compared to 3-star Open Data,
include better described and understandable data and
its schema, safer data integration thanks to the global
character of the IRIs and shared vocabularies, better
reuse of tools, more context thanks to the links and the
ability to (re)use only parts of the data.

To encourage Open Data users to consume LD there
is a need for a platform which will help them with such
consumption and which will exploit all the benefits of
LD. It is not so important whether such platform is a
single software tool or a set of compatible and reusable
software tools which can be combined as needed. The
necessity of building such a platform is also identified
in [107], where the authors try to build a toolset us-
able by users to access LD. In this paper we call such
a hypothetical platform a Linked Data Consumption
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Platform (LDCP). In the broadest sense, LDCP should
support users in discovering, loading and processing
LD datasets with the aim of either getting some useful
visual output, which can be presented to lay users, or
getting a machine-readable output, which can then be
used in many existing non-RDF processing tools avail-
able today for data analysis and visualization. In the
minimal sense, LDCP should be able to load a given LD
dataset or its part and provide some non-RDF output,
either a visualization or a machine-readable output in a
non-RDF format, such as a CSV file.

The aim of this paper is to identify existing usable
software tools which could serve as LDCP and assess
the extent of support they could provide to the users
regarding LD consumption.

In the first part of the paper, we describe the LD con-
sumption process and we identify requirements which
specify in detail how individual activities in the LD con-
sumption process should be supported by LDCP. The
requirements are identified based on a motivating sce-
nario, existing W3C Recommendations and research ar-
eas and approaches published in recent scientific litera-
ture. This paper is not a detailed and complete survey of
existing research literature related to LD consumption.
We use the existing literature to support the proposed
requirements. In other words, the individual proposed
requirements are not novel. Each requirement is either
back by an existing W3C Recommendation and/or the
possibility of fulfilling the requirement is described in
the literature. We compose the requirements into the
LD consumption process. Then, for each requirement
we define a set of criteria to be used to decide whether
a given software tool fulfills the requirement or not. In
total, the paper presents 36 requirements covered by 93
evaluation criteria.

In the second part of the paper, we identify existing
usable software tools which we classify as LDCP candi-
dates. We did a systematic review to identify these soft-
ware tools. Then we filtered these software tools only
to those which fulfill the following conditions which
define a minimalistic LDCP described above:

– It is possible to install the tool locally or its public
instance is available on the web.

– It is possible to load RDF data into the tool.
– It is possible to get some output from the tool

which can be used by a non-RDF expert, such
as a visualization or an output in a 3-star data
representation

As a result we identify 9 usable software tools which
we classify as minimal LDCP and evaluate them further

using the whole set of criteria. The evaluation is not a
user based study and, therefore, it does not evaluate the
usability of the tools.

This paper is based on our introductory study of
the problem [72]. Since then, we have better defined
requirements, better defined survey methodology and
we survey considerably more tools which are also more
recent, which we present here.

This paper is structured as follows. In Section 2 we
provide a motivating example of a user scenario in
which a journalist wants to consume LD and expects
a platform that will enable him to enjoy the promised
LD benefits. In Section 3 we describe our evaluation
methodology. In Section 4 we define the LD consump-
tion process, describe the identified requirements and
cover them with evaluation criteria. In Section 5 we
identify existing tools and evaluate them using the eval-
uation criteria. In Section 6 we survey related studies
of LD consumption and in Section 7 we conclude.

2. Motivating Example

To motivate our work, let us suppose a data journalist
who is used to working with 3-star Open Data, i.e. non-
RDF Open Data available on the web such as HTML
pages, CSV tables, etc. He needs to collect data about
population of cities in Europe and display an informa-
tive map in an article he is working on. The intended
audience of the article is also statisticians who are used
to CSVs, so the journalist also wants to publish the
underlying data as a CSV file attached to the article.

He is used to working with 3-star open data, which
means that he has to know where to find the necessary
data sources, e.g. population statistics and descriptive
data about cities including their location, he has to
download them, integrate them and process them to get
the required output, i.e. a visualization and a CSV file.

The journalist now wants to use LD because he heard
that it is the highest possible level of openness accord-
ing to the 5-star Open Data deployment scheme. He ex-
pects the experience of working with LD will be some-
how better than the experience of working with 3-star
data once he learns RDF and related technologies. Let
us now suppose that he has learned them. Now he ex-
pects to get better access to data and better experience
working with the data.

Naturally, the user expects a tool that can be used to
work with such data and which will bring the promised
benefits of LD. Ideally, the tool would be an integrated
platform that supports the whole process of LD con-



sumption starting from identification of data sources,
ending with the resulting visualization or processed
data ready to be used by other non-RDF tools while
using the benefits of LD where applicable.

Intuitively, the user needs to find data about cities in
Europe, i.e. their description and location so that they
can be placed on a map, and data about their popula-
tion. Here, LD can help already. Recently, a number
of national open data catalogs emerged and are being
harvested by the European data portal2. It utilizes the
DCAT-AP v1.13 vocabulary for metadata about datasets
and exposes it in a SPARQL endpoint. The endpoint
can be queried for, e.g. keywords (city) and formats
(Turtle, JSON-LD, etc.). LDCP could therefore support
loading and querying of dataset metadata from DCAT-
AP enabled catalogs and even contain well-known cat-
alogs, such as the European data portal, preset so that
the user can search for datasets immediately.

Let us suppose that the user has identified candidate
datasets that could be of use to him and needs to choose
the ones that contain information needed for his goal.
Let us also suppose that the metadata loaded from a cat-
alog contains correct access information for each candi-
date dataset. A helpful functionality of LDCP could be
various kinds of summaries of the candidate datasets
and characterizations based on both the metadata of the
dataset and the actual data in the dataset. For example,
for each candidate dataset, LDCP could offer the vocab-
ularies used, numbers of instances of individual classes
and their interlinks, previews tailored to the vocabular-
ies used or to the current use case, datasets linked form
the candidate, datasets linking to the candidate, spatial
and time coverage, etc. Using this information, the user
would be able to choose a set of datasets containing the
required information more easily.

Another feature that could help the user at this time
is recommendation of related datasets. Based on infor-
mation about datasets already selected such as vocab-
ularies used, entities present or their metadata, LDCP
could suggest similar datasets to the user. Given a set
of datasets to be integrated, a useful feature would be
the ability to analyze those datasets in order to find
out whether they have a non-empty intersection, e.g.
whether the population information specified in one
dataset actually links to the cities and their locations
present in another dataset.

2https://www.europeandataportal.eu/
3https://joinup.ec.europa.eu/asset/dcat_

application_profile/asset_release/dcat-ap-v11

Let us now suppose that the user has all the datasets
needed for his goal. There could be an interoperabil-
ity issue caused by the existence of multiple vocabu-
laries describing the same domain. In our example, it
could be that the dataset containing locations of the
cities could have the geocoordinates described using the
schema:GeoCoordinates4 class from the Schema.org
vocabulary but the user needs another representation,
e.g., the geo:Point5 class of the WGS84 Geo Position-
ing vocabulary. Since both of these vocabularies are
well-known and registered in Linked Open Vocabular-
ies (LOV)6, LDCP could contain components for data
transformation between them and offer them to the user
automatically.

Our potential user now has all the datasets needed
using the required vocabularies. What is left to do is to
choose the entities and properties from those datasets
that are needed for the goal. This could be done in a
graphical way used e.g. by graphical SPARQL query
builders such as SPARQLGraph [111], but not necessar-
ily complicated by the full expressiveness of SPARQL.

Finally, the data should be prepared for further pro-
cessing. This could mean either RDF enabled visual-
izations such as in LinkedPipes Visualization [69] or
further processing outside of LDCP. This would require
assisted export to tabular data in CSV, tree data in XML,
or perhaps generic graph data, e.g. in CSV for Gephi7.

LD significantly facilitates achieving the features
suggested above. However, users such as our journalist
will never be able to exploit these features only using
basic technologies like IRI dereferencing and SPARQL.
They need a software tool, a Linked Data Consumption
Platform, which will help them to use and to benefit
from these features.

3. Survey methodology

The goal of the paper is to evaluate tools classified
as LDCP candidates using a predefined list of require-
ments. In this section we describe our methodology for
identification of the requirements, identification of the
tools to be evaluated, for conducting their evaluation
and for aggregation of their scores.

4http://schema.org/GeoCoordinates
5http://www.w3.org/2003/01/geo/wgs84_pos#Point
6http://lov.okfn.org/
7https://gephi.org/
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3.1. Requirements identification

To identify requirements to be used, we first define
the LD consumption process based on the motivating
example presented in Section 2 and based on literature
which also introduces a similar process. For each step
of the process we identify requirements that we see as
crucial for LDCP. We focus on requirements which can
be satisfied by exploiting the benefits of consuming LD
compared to consuming 3-star data. We then cover each
requirement with a set of evaluation criteria which we
later use to evaluate existing tools and decide if and to
which extend they fulfill the requirement.

For each identified requirement we searched for ev-
idence which would support its relevance for the LD
consumption process. We considered 4 types of evi-
dence:

1. An existing software tool which satisfies the re-
quirement.

2. A technical specification (e.g., W3C Recommen-
dation) which defines the requirement.

3. A published research paper which at least theoreti-
cally proposes a method fulfilling the requirement.

4. A published research paper which expresses the
need for such a requirement.

For each of the introduced requirements it must hold
that it is supported by at least one of these types of
evidence.

3.2. Tools selection and evaluation

In this section, we describe the publication venues
investigated, search engines used and the method used
to identify tools which we classify as LDCP candidates,
i.e. tools described in recent scientific literature as po-
tentially relevant to LD consumption. Then we describe
the method for selecting final candidates from the po-
tential ones and the tool evaluation methodology.

3.2.1. Publication venues investigated
We have identified the most relevant venues where

publications about relevant tools could appear. For each
venue we investigated its main sessions (not workshops)
and especially the posters and demo tracks. We investi-
gated publications since 2013 (published till July 13th
2017). The relevant venues were:

– World Wide Web Conference (WWW) 2013 -
2017

– International Semantic Web Conference (ISWC)
2013 - 2016

– Extended Semantic Web Conference (ESWC)
2013 - 2017

– SEMANTiCS 2013 - 2016
– OnTheMove Federated Conferences (OTM) 2013

- 2016
– International Conference on Web Engineering

(ICWE) 2013 - 2016
– Linked Data on the Web workshop (LDOW) 2013

- 2017
– International Workshop on Consuming Linked

Data (COLD) 2013 - 2016
– International Conference on Information Integra-

tion and Web-based Applications & Services (ii-
WAS) 2013 - 2016

In addition, we investigated the following journals
for papers no older than 2013, the newest ones being
accepted for publication on July 13th 2017:

– Semantic Web journal (SWJ)
– Journal of Web Semantics (JWS)

Based on titles and abstracts, two of the authors in-
dependently went through the investigated venues and
picked potentially interesting candidate papers. Then
they read the full text of the candidate papers. In the full
text they searched for any mentions of an existing tool
which could be used for any of the identified require-
ments. This resulted in 82 tools identified as potential
candidates.

3.2.2. Search engines used
In addition to going through the above mentioned

publication venues, we used the Scopus search engine
to query for more potential candidates using the follow-
ing query:

For keywords, we used TITLE-ABS-KEY((linked
data OR semantic data OR rdf OR software OR tool
OR toolkit OR platform OR application ) AND ( con-
sumption OR visualization OR discovery OR explo-
ration OR analysis OR processing )). For limiting the
publication year, we used PUBYEAR > 2012 AND
PUBYEAR < 2018 and for limiting the subject we
used LIMIT-TO ( SUBJAREA, "COMP" )).

The query returned 1416 candidate papers. Two of
the authors independently went through the search re-
sult and identified additional potentially interesting can-
didate papers based on their title and abstract. In the full
text of the candidate papers they searched for mentions
of relevant tools. This resulted into 28 additional tools.



3.2.3. Selection of candidates
The list of potential candidates was iteratively fil-

tered in 4 elimination rounds using preliminary crite-
ria described below, to limit the number of tools to be
later evaluated according to all our 93 criteria from Sec-
tion 4. The list of all tools which passed round 1, and
their progress through rounds 2, 3 and 4 can be seen in
Table 6, Table 7 and Table 8 in Appendix B.

First elimination round In the first elimination round,
we eliminated potential candidates based on the follow-
ing exclusion criteria, using the formula C1 OR (C2
and C3):

1. C1: based on its available description, it does not
use LD

2. C2: source code is not available
3. C3: does not have a freely accessible demo, i.e. it

is online or downloadable without registration or
request

Out of the 110 potential candidates, 65 were left after
the first elimination round.

Second elimination round In the second elimination
round, we eliminated potential candidates based on the
following exclusion criteria, using the formula C4 OR
C5:

1. C4: despite initial assessment based on titles and
abstracts, it is clear from the text of the paper or the
description on the web that the tool is not related
to LD consumption

2. C5: cannot be installed or the demo does not work

Out of the 65 potential candidates, 41 were left after
the second elimination round. For each of the 41 candi-
dates we had its running instance available which was
tested in the following elimination rounds.

Third elimination round In the third elimination
round, we eliminated potential candidates based on
the following exclusion criteria, using the formula C6
AND C7 AND C8:

1. C6: cannot load data from provided RDF file on
the Web

2. C7: cannot load data from provided SPARQL end-
point

3. C8: cannot load data from provided RDF file using
file upload

For testing C6, we used two prepared RDF files89.
Content of them both is the same, they differ only in the

8https://linked.opendata.cz/soubor/ovm/ovm.trig
9https://linked.opendata.cz/soubor/ovm/ovm.ttl

used RDF serialization format. The content consists of
approx. 1 million RDF triples. For testing C7, we used
our SPARQL endpoint10. It contains 260 RDF graphs
with over 610 million RDF triples. For testing C8, we
used the same files as for C6.

Out of the 41 potential candidates, 14 were left after
the third elimination round.

Fourth elimination round In the fourth elimination
round, we eliminated potential candidates based on
the following exclusion criteria, using the formula C9
AND C10 AND C11:

1. C9: cannot provide visualization of the data based
on manual definition

2. C10: cannot provide visualization based on vocab-
ularies used in the data

3. C11: cannot provide data export in non-RDF data
format

Out of the 14 potential candidates, 9 were left after the
fourth elimination round.

3.3. Candidate evaluation methodology

The 9 candidates were evaluated thoroughly based
on all 93 of our criteria from Section 4. The evaluation
results are presented in Section 5.

In cases, where a certain criterion should be satisfied
based on the tool description on the web or in literature,
but we were unable to verify it using our installation or
an online demo, we consider that criterion satisfied.

3.4. Tool score aggregation and interpretation

Once a tool is evaluated, it has a pass or fail mark
assigned for each criterion. These detailed results can
be seen in Table 3, Table 4 and Table 5 in Appendix A.
Next, its requirement score is computed as percentage
of passed criteria of each requirement. These can be
seen in Table 2 in Section 5. Finally, its requirement
group score for each group of requirements is com-
puted as an average of scores of requirements in the
group. These can be seen in Table 1 in Section 5. The
purpose of the score aggregation is to show the focus
of each particular tool regarding the steps of the LD
consumption process.

10https://linked.opendata.cz/sparql
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4. Requirements and evaluation criteria

Based on the motivation scenario presented in Sec-
tion 2, we define the following steps of LD consumption
process:

1. discovery of candidate datasets available on the
web on the base of a given user’s intent and selec-
tion of datasets needed to fulfill the intent,

2. extraction of data from the relevant datasets,
3. manipulation of the extracted data, e.g. cleansing,

linking, fusion, and structural and semantic trans-
formation,

4. output of the resulting data to a required format.

Similar processes are considered in the related lit-
erature. For example, in [32] the authors describe the
following process:

(a) correctly identify relevant resources,
(b) extract data and metadata that meet the user’s con-

text and the requirements of their task or end goal,
(c) pre-process this data to feed into the visualization

tool available and the analysis required,
(d) carry out initial exploratory analysis, using analyt-

ical and/or mining models.

Compared to our definition of the data consumption
process, the process proposed in [32] concentrates more
on data visualization and analysis. Nevertheless, it is
comparable to ours. Step (a) corresponds to our step
1. Step (b) corresponds to our steps 1 and 2. Step (c)
corresponds to our steps 3 and 4. Finally, step (d) is
not covered by our process. We consider that the user
works with the data as described in (d). However, this
is outside of LDCP as it is performed by the user in an
external tool which is not part of LDCP. Therefore, we
do not evaluate this step.

There is also non-scientific literature describing the
LD consumption process. In [13], the authors specify
the following process:

(a) specify concrete use cases,
(b) evaluate relevant data sets,
(c) check the respective licenses,
(d) create consumption patterns,
(e) manage alignment, caching and updating mecha-

nisms,
(f) create mash ups, GUIs, services and applications

on top of the data

This process can also be aligned with ours. Steps (a)
and (b) correspond to our step 1 - in (a) the user formu-
lates his intent, in (b) he searches for relevant datasets.

Step (c) is a part of our step 3 (see Section 4.2.4). In
step (d) the user identifies and selects relevant data from
the datasets which corresponds to our step 2. Step (e)
is a part of our step 3. Step (f) contains our step 4 and
extends it with the actual creation of a service on top
of the data. We expect that the user works with the data
created in step 4 of our process in the same way as
in step (f) from [13] but it is out of the scope of our
process.

Our described process is generic and any data con-
sumption process may be described in these steps, not
only the LD consumption process. However, LDCP
may benefit from the LD principles in each step, it may
offer its users a better experience and make them more
effective.

In the rest of this section, we describe the require-
ments for each of the described steps. For each require-
ment, we further specify evaluation criteria. The re-
quirements are split into 5 requirement groups.

1. Dataset discovery and selection - techniques allow-
ing the user to actually find LD needed to fulfill
his intent are detailed in Section 4.1.

2. Data manipulation - techniques supporting the user
in manipulating the found LD are described in
Section 4.2.

3. Data visualization - techniques allowing the user
to visualize LD are identified in Section 4.3

4. Data output - techniques allowing the user to use
LD in other tools suited for specific tasks are iden-
tified in Section 4.4

5. Developer and community support - properties al-
lowing users to share plugins and projects created
in the tools and properties allowing developers
to integrate and reuse the tools are specified in
Section 4.5.

We identified 36 requirements based on the existing
tools and literature, split further into 93 fine grained
criteria.

4.1. Dataset discovery

The consumption process starts with the user’s intent
to discover datasets published on the web which contain
the required data. Therefore, LDCP should be able to
gather metadata about available datasets and provide a
search user interface on top of the metadata.



4.1.1. Gathering metadata
The primary goal of dataset discovery is to provide

the user with information about existence of datasets
which correspond to his intent. The provided infor-
mation should consist of metadata characterizing the
datasets, such as title, description, temporal and spatial
information, URL where it can be accessed, etc. In this
section, we define requirements on how LDCP should
gather such metadata.

The most natural way to gather such information is
to load dataset metadata from existing data catalogs.
They usually provide a machine readable API, which
LDCP can use. Currently, the most wide-spread open
data catalog API is the proprietary non-RDF CKAN
API11. For example, open data catalogs implemented
by CKAN12 or DKAN13 open-source platforms support
this API.

Besides the proprietary CKAN API metadata repre-
sentation, more or less standardized RDF vocabularies
for representing dataset metadata exist. First, there is
the DCAT14 vocabulary, a W3C Recommendation, and
DCAT-AP v1.1, the DCAT application profile for Euro-
pean data catalogs recommended by European Commis-
sion, providing the vocabulary support for dataset meta-
data. There are existing data catalogs utilizing these
vocabularies for providing access to dataset metadata.
Examples of such data catalogs are the European Data
Portal15, integrating dataset metadata from various na-
tional data catalogs and the European Union Open Data
Portal16 providing information about the datasets from
the institutions and other bodies of the European Union.
Besides DCAT, there is also the VoID17 vocabulary, a
W3C interest group note for representation of metadata
about LD datasets. The metadata using these vocab-
ularies is then accessible by the usual LD ways, i.e.
in a data dump, in a SPARQL endpoint or using IRI
dereferencing.

A LDCP should therefore support loading dataset
metadata using a data catalog API and/or the LD princi-
ples and vocabularies. This leads us to our first require-
ment, Req. 1.

Requirement 1 (Catalog support) Support for load-
ing dataset metadata from wide-spread catalogs like

11http://docs.ckan.org/en/latest/api/
12https://ckan.org/
13http://getdkan.com/
14https://www.w3.org/TR/vocab-dcat/
15https://www.europeandataportal.eu
16https://open-data.europa.eu
17https://www.w3.org/TR/void/

CKAN and from standardized metadata in DCAT,
DCAT-AP and VoID using dereferencable dataset IRIs,
data dumps and SPARQL endpoints which provide the
metadata.

Example 1.1 (CKAN API) Given a URL of a CKAN
instance, e.g. https://datahub.io, one can ac-
cess the list of datasets and then the details about each
of the found datasets by using the package_list and
package_show functions of the CKAN Action API18,
respectively.

{
"success": true,
"result": [
"0000-0003-4469-8298",
"0000-0003-4469-8298-1",
"0000-0003-4469-8298-2"
]

}

The detailed information about a dataset typically con-
tains, among others, a link for downloading the data
and information about its data format, i.e. a MIME-type,
in case of downloadable files.

{
"description": "Download",
"format": "application/n-triples",
"url": "http.../all_languages.tar",
"resource_type": "file"

}

Therefore, LDCP can consume such API in a way
which allows it to directly access the cataloged data
without unnecessary user interaction. SPARQL end-
points can be discovered in a similar fashion.

Example 1.2 (DCAT-AP) In the European Union, the
DCAT-AP standard for data portals prescribes that
dataset metadata should be represented in RDF, and
lists classes and properties to be used. Therefore, LDCP
can consume an RDF metadata dump or access a
SPARQL endpoint, e.g. the European Data Portal end-
point19, to get the data access information in a stan-
dardized way.

Criterion 1.1 (CKAN API) The evaluated tool is able
to load dataset metadata from a CKAN API.

18http://docs.ckan.org/en/latest/api/
19https://www.europeandataportal.eu/sparql
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Criterion 1.2 (RDF metadata in dump) The evalu-
ated tool can exploit VoID, DCAT or DCAT-AP dataset
metadata stored in RDF dumps.

Criterion 1.3 (Metadata in SPARQL endpoint) The
evaluated tool can exploit VoID, DCAT or DCAT-AP
dataset metadata stored in SPARQL endpoints.

Criterion 1.4 (Metadata from IRI dereferencing)
The evaluated tool can dereference a dcat:Dataset
or void:Dataset IRI to get the corresponding VoID,
DCAT or DCAT-AP dataset metadata.

The previous requirement assumes that metadata
about datasets already exists provided through APIs
of existing data catalogs. However, there is a more ad-
vanced way of gathering metadata. It is through imple-
mentation or support of a custom crawling and indexing
service not necessarily relying solely on metadata found
in data catalogs. Such a service can build its own index
of datasets comprising automatically computed meta-
data based on the content of the datasets using so called
dataset profiling techniques [39]. The computed meta-
data of a dataset is then called a dataset profile. Profiles
may encompass structure of the datasets, i.e. the used
classes and predicates [27], labels of classes and prop-
erties present in the dataset and their frequency [134],
semantically related labels [103] or topics which char-
acterize the content [1] where a topic is a resource from
a well-known and highly reused LD data source, e.g.
DBPedia [77] or Wikidata20. There are also approaches
to clustering resources in a dataset. A cluster is formed
by similar resources and characterization of these clus-
ters may be included in the profile. For example, the au-
thors of [44] first identify properties in a dataset which
belong to the same domain and they compute different
clustering for each of the domains. For instance, in a
dataset of scientists, there can be properties related to
geographical location of the scientists and properties
related to their research topics. As the authors propose
in [44], a keyword-based summary associated with each
cluster may be a part of the dataset profile. The differ-
ence from the previous methods is that such keyword-
based summary does not characterize only the structure
of the dataset but also its instances and values of their
properties. [39] provides a detailed survey of existing
RDF dataset profiling methods.

Examples of services which build dataset profiles
automatically from the content of the datasets are

20https://www.wikidata.org

Sindice [93] or LODStats [41]. The resulting Req. 2 can
be viewed as a parallel to the development witnessed
in the Web of Documents where first, there were web
page catalogs and later came full-text search engines
such as Google.

Requirement 2 (Catalog-free discovery) Support for
automatic computation of dataset profiles based on the
dataset content, without using a catalog.

Example 2.1 (Sindice) Sindice [93] was a LD index-
ing service which then allowed to search the index data
using the Sig.MA tool, which facilitated discovering
the data sources of the search results. The service is,
however, currently unavailable.

Criterion 2.1 (Dataset profiling) The evaluated tool
implements a dataset profiling technique.

4.1.2. Search user interface
The ability of the user to precisely express his intent

strongly depends on the provided user interface (UI).
In this section, we define requirements on the query
language the user may use to express his intent and
the assistance provided by LDCP to the user when
writing search queries. The way how search queries are
evaluated by LDCP is discussed later in Section 4.1.3.

Most users are familiar with UIs provided by domi-
nating dataset discovery services - open data catalogs
(e.g., CKAN). They enable the user to express his in-
tent as a list of keywords or key phrases. The user may
also restrict the initial list of datasets discovered us-
ing keywords with facets. A facet is associated with a
given metadata property, e.g. publisher or date of pub-
lication, and enables the user to restrict the list only
to datasets having given values of this property. The
provided facets are determined by the structure of the
collected metadata. Alternatively, a UI may provide
a search form structured according to the structure of
collected metadata about datasets.

These features are independent of the methods of
gathering the metadata described in Section 4.1.1 and
they can be offered without building on top of the LD
principles. However, there exist many approaches in
the literature which show how the UI may benefit from
LD principles to better support the user. Even though
they are primarily intended for querying the content
of datasets, they could be directly used by LDCP for
dataset discovery. We show examples of these works in
the rest of this section and formulate requirements on
LDCP based on them.

https://www.wikidata.org


Supported query language. As argued in [116], ex-
pressing the user’s intent with a keyword-based query
language may be inaccurate when searching for data.
It shows that building the user search interface on top
of LD principles may help with increasing accuracy of
the queries. Theoretically, it would be possible to offer
SPARQL, a query language for RDF data, as a search
query language. However, this language is too complex
and hard to use for common users [20], including our
intended users such as data journalists.

There are two approaches to this problem in the lit-
erature. The first approach tries to provide the user
with the power of SPARQL while hiding its complex-
ity and enables him to express his intent in a natural
language. The query is then translated to a SPARQL
expression. For example, in [123], the authors parse
a natural language expression to a generic domain in-
dependent SPARQL template which captures its se-
mantic structure and then they identify domain specific
concepts, i.e. classes, predicates, resources, combining
NLP methods and statistics. A similar approach is de-
scribed in [55], applied to the biomedical domain. In
[37], the authors propose a natural language syntacti-
cal structure called Normalized Query Structure and
show how a natural language query can be translated
to this normalized structure and from here to SPARQL.
An alternative to translating natural language expres-
sions of any form is to support only a restricted natural
language which may be unambiguously translated to
SPARQL [47] while not restricting its expressive power.
In SimplePARQL [35], parts of the SPARQL query can
be written as keywords, which are later rewritten into
pure SPARQL.

The second approach offers search query languages
which do not aim to be as expressive as SPARQL, but
they somehow improve the expressive power of the key-
words based languages. They achieve this by extend-
ing them with additional concepts. For example, [116]
proposes a search query language which supports so
called predicate-keyword pairs where a keyword may
be complemented with RDF predicates which are re-
lated to the keywords in the searched datasets. In [48],
the authors propose a novel query language NautiLOD
which enables to specify navigation paths which are
then searched in the datasets. A navigation path expres-
sion is simpler and easier to specify than a SPARQL
query even though NautiLOD navigation paths are more
powerful then SPARQL navigation paths.

In general, these proposed query languages have in
common that they somehow enable users to express
not only the list of keywords but a more complex struc-

Fig. 1. SPARKLIS21 user interface for formulating SPARQL queries

ture which represents a graph pattern. Therefore, we
may call them graph pattern query languages. In com-
parison to keyword-based query languages, which en-
able users to express the list of concepts without any
relationships between them, graph pattern query lan-
guages enable users to additionally express these rela-
tionships. It may be a complex graph pattern expressed
by the user in a natural language, or a navigation path
expressed in NautiLOD or a triple pattern expressed as
a predicate-keyword pair.

Requirement 3 (Search query language) Provide a
user friendly search interface.

Example 3.1 (Sparklis) Sparklis[46]22 provides a
user interface where a graph pattern query is expressed
in a restricted english. A screenshot is displayed in
Figure 1 with the query Give me every food that is the
industry of Coffee Republic. The query expression must
use labels of classes, predicates and individuals present
in the queried dataset.

Criterion 3.1 (Structured search form) The evalu-
ated tool provides a structured form for expression of
user’s intent.

Criterion 3.2 (Fulltext search) The evaluated tool
supports expressing user’s intent as a full-text search
query.

Criterion 3.3 (Natural language based intent ex-
pression) The evaluated tool supports expressing user’s
intent in a natural language.

22http://www.irisa.fr/LIS/ferre/sparklis/

http://www.irisa.fr/LIS/ferre/sparklis/


Criterion 3.4 (Formal language based intent ex-
pression) The evaluated tool supports expressing user’s
intent in a formal language less complex than SPARQL.

Assistance provided to the user when writing the
query. Most users are familiar with behavior of common
search engines which auto-suggest parts of queries to
assist the user when expressing his intent. Also, facets
may be considered as a way of assisting a user when
formulating his intent. Similar assistance can also be
provided in the scenario of dataset discovery. For ex-
ample, [116] auto-suggests predicates relevant for a
given keyword in the searched datasets. In [114], the
authors show how it is possible to assist a user when
formulating a natural language query by auto suggest-
ing the query not based on query logs (which is a
method used by conventional web search engines) but
based on the predicates and classes in the searched RDF
datasets. [46] shows a similar approach. However, the
user does not write a natural language query manually
but a query builder tool is provided which combines
auto-suggesting parts of a query with auto-generated
facets. The auto-suggestions and facets are provided
by the tool automatically, based on a chosen SPARQL
endpoint with a knowledge base. Faceted search over
LD is studied in [6] where the authors present a tool
which generates facets automatically based on the con-
tent of indexed datasets. A detailed survey of faceted
exploration of LD is provided in [122].

Requirement 4 (Search query formulation assis-
tance) Assist the user when formulating search query
with auto-suggestion of parts of the query or with
facets derived automatically from the content of indexed
datasets.

Example 4.1 (Search query formulation assistance)
The user interface provided by Sparklis (see Figure 1)
assists the user with formulating graph pattern ex-
pressed in a restricted natural english by providing la-
bels of classes, labels of their individuals as well as
their predicates.

Criterion 4.1 (Keyword autocomplete) The evalu-
ated tool assists the user when formulating search query
with keyword autocompletion.

Criterion 4.2 (Vocabulary based autocomplete) The
evaluated tool assists the user when formulating search
query with autocompletion of terms based on used vo-
cabularies.

Criterion 4.3 (Faceted search) The evaluated tool as-
sists the user when formulating search query with
facets.

4.1.3. Search query evaluation
In this section we define requirements on how LDCP

evaluates a user’s intent expressed using the provided
search user interface. Evaluation means that LDCP iden-
tifies a list of datasets corresponding to the intent. The
simplest solution is provided by the existing open data
catalogs. Keywords or other metadata values filled in
a metadata search form are matched against metadata
records. Further restrictions expressed by the user using
facets are evaluated by simple filtering of the metadata
records of the datasets.

This basic evaluation does not build on top of the LD
principles. However, there are approaches described
in the literature which enrich evaluation of the user’s
intent with features which benefit from the LD prin-
ciples. A basic feature is translation of the user’s in-
tent to a SPARQL expression, which reduces the prob-
lem of user query evaluation to simple evaluation
of SPARQL queries. The problem of translation is
solved by approaches discussed in Section 4.1.2, e.g.
[123][37][123]. For the problem of dataset discovery,
this means evaluating SPARQL queries on top of the ex-
tracted dataset profiles or metadata records (discussed
in Section 4.1.1). However, there are also other possibil-
ities of how to exploit the benefits of LD for evaluation
– not in using SPARQL query language but in enrich-
ing the expressed user’s intent with a context which
may be extracted for the intent from available LD. We
show representatives of these approaches in this sub-
section and based on them we formulate corresponding
requirements on LDCP.

The first possibility is to interpret the semantics of
keywords or key phrases, which the user used to express
his intent, against given knowledge bases. The result
of the interpretation is a formal expression of a search
query in SPARQL, similarly to the approaches trans-
lating natural language expressions to SPARQL. How-
ever, the keywords in the expression are represented as
semantically corresponding resources, i.e. individuals,
concepts, classes or properties, from the given knowl-
edge bases, possibly including their context. In [20], the
authors first discover the semantics of entered keywords
by consulting a given pool of ontologies to find a syn-
tactical match of keywords and labels of resources in
these ontologies. Then they automatically formulate a
formal query based on the semantics. In [113], a similar
approach is proposed, using hidden Markov models for
discovering keyword semantics. In [136], the authors
discover semantics of keywords by matching them to
extraction ontologies, i.e. ontologies which are aug-



mented linguistically to enable information extraction
from texts.

LDCP may use the gained context to extend the
user’s intent in two ways - it may add semantically sim-
ilar concepts or it may add semantically related ones
as discussed in [135]. Both extensions may increase
recall as more datasets may be discovered thanks to
additional concepts. Semantically related concepts can
also increase precision when combined with a careful
selection of top-k search results as they can be used by
the discovery algorithm as a more detailed specification
of the semantics of the concepts provided in the user
intent. The impact of additional context to precision
and recall was studied in [76].

For extending the user’s intent in this way, LDCP
may apply approaches for computing semantic relat-
edness of resources. For example, [34] shows how a
semantic relatedness may be computed in a scalable
way based on graph distance between two resources
(average length of paths connecting the resources in
a graph). [135] combines graph distance with graph
based Information Content (IC) measure of concepts
which is based on the distribution of concepts across a
given knowledge base (e.g., DBPedia).

Requirement 5 (Context-based intent enhancement)
Support for enhancement of the user’s intent with a con-
text formed by resources (individuals, concepts, classes
and properties) related to the resources specified in the
intent.

Example 5.1 (Context-based intent enhancement)
Using a knowledge base such as Wikidata23, a LDCP
may recognize terms in the intent as concepts from the
knowledge base. For instance, it may recognize the term
Czech Republic as a country24. It may have several
query expansion rules encoded, such as when a country
is identified in the intent it may be expanded with con-
tained administrative territorial entities25. When a user
searches for datasets with demography of the Czech
Republic, such query expansion would mean that also
datasets with demography of administrative entities of
the Czech Republic would be searched for.

Criterion 5.1 (Context-based intent enhancement)
The evaluated tool is able to enhance the user’s intent
with a context.

23http://www.wikidata.org
24https://www.wikidata.org/wiki/Q213
25https://www.wikidata.org/wiki/Property:P150

The second possibility is to use the context for en-
riching the discovered list of datasets, i.e. LDCP may
search for additional semantically related datasets. By
the term “semantically related” we mean various kinds
of semantic relationships among datasets. A simpler
solution is to search for additional datasets which pro-
vide statements about the same resources, use the same
vocabularies or link their resources to the resources in
the already discovered datasets. These relationships are
explicitly specified as RDF statements in the datasets.
A more complex solution is to derive semantic relation-
ships among datasets based on the similarity of their
content, as in [131]. The similarity of two resources
from two datasets is measured based on common sub-
graphs associated with the resources. In [103], the au-
thors measure similarity of profiles of datasets which
they express as a set of topics identified in the content
of the datasets (already discussed in Section 4.1.1).

LDCP may also profit from approaches which rec-
ommend datasets for linking based on dataset similarity.
For example, [40] introduces a dataset recommendation
method based on cosine similarity of sets of concepts
present in datasets. Similarly, the authors of [82] recom-
mend datasets based on the similarity of labels present
in datasets. Then they rank the recommended datasets
based on their TFIDF score and their coverage of la-
bels present in the original dataset. Having discovered
a dataset, LDCP may use such approach to recommend
other semantically similar datasets. Instead of recom-
mending them for linking, they could be recommended
as additional datasets possibly interesting for the user.

We may also get back to simpler solutions and con-
sider metadata profiles which may also contain some
explicitly expressed semantic relationships between
datasets. E.g., DCAT-AP discussed in Section 4.1.1 en-
ables data publishers to specify semantic relationships
between datasets in their metadata descriptions.

The discovery of related datasets is understood as
one of the key features LDCP should have for example
in [75], where the authors show how a possibility of
recommending additional semantically related datasets
may improve the quality of scientific research in do-
mains such as medicine or environmental research by
supporting interdisciplinary research.

Requirement 6 (Context-based discovery result en-
hancement) Support for recommendation of additional
datasets semantically related to already discovered
datasets.

Example 6.1 (Context-based discovery result en-
hancement) DCAT-AP considers the following pred-

http://www.wikidata.org
https://www.wikidata.org/wiki/Q213
https://www.wikidata.org/wiki/Property:P150


icates from the Dublin Core Vocabulary which can
be used to express semantic relationships between
datasets: hasVersion (a dataset is a version of an-
other dataset), source (a dataset is a source of data
for another dataset), and relation (a dataset is
somehow related to another dataset). These relation-
ships define a context which can be used to extend the
set of discovered datasets. A LDCP may provide addi-
tional datasets to a discovered one which contain other
versions of the discovered dataset, other datasets with
the content derived from the discovered one, etc.

Criterion 6.1 (Context-based discovery result en-
hancement) The evaluated tool is able to enhance the
discovery result with a context.

4.1.4. Displaying search results
LDCP needs to display the discovered list of datasets

to the user. For this, it needs to order the discovered list
and display some information about each dataset. The
current dataset discovery solutions, i.e. data catalogs,
order the discovered list according to the keywords
based similarity of the intent of the user, and metadata
descriptions of the discovered datasets. Usually, they
display an ordered list of datasets with basic metadata
such as the name, description, publication date, and
formats in which the dataset is available.

However, there are more advanced ways of display-
ing the search results which can be built on top of LD.

First, discovered datasets may be ranked and their
list may be ordered according to this ranking. For exam-
ple, in [33], the authors modify a well-known PageR-
ank algorithm for ranking datasets. The rank score of a
dataset is based on the linksets targeting the dataset and
rank scores of the linking datasets. Moreover, a linkset
is weighted based on the relevance of its properties. It
is also possible to rank datasets based on their quality
scores surveyed in [133] or based on their provenance
metadata. In [76], the authors also propose an algorithm
based on PageRank but they moreover consider the rele-
vance to the intent of the user. In particular, they expect
a set of keywords as a part of the user query besides the
desired type of the discovered resources. The discov-
ered resources are ranked also based on the weights of
paths through which resources with values containing
the required keywords can be reached. The weight of
a path is based on its specificity which is derived from
parameters such as specificity of the properties on the
path or its length. A review of ranking approaches is
available in [61].

Requirement 7 (Dataset ranking) Support for dataset
ranking based on their content, including quality, con-
text such as provenance and links to other datasets, and
the intent of the user.

Example 7.1 (Dataset ranking) For example, a LDCP
may combine a PageRank score of a dataset with the
relevance of publishers of datasets where datasets pub-
lished by public authorities are ranked higher than
datasets published by other organizations or individu-
als.

Criterion 7.1 (Content-based dataset ranking) The
evaluated tool supports ranking of datasets based on
their content.

Criterion 7.2 (Context-based dataset ranking) The
evaluated tool supports ranking of datasets based on
their context.

Criterion 7.3 (Intent-based dataset ranking) The
evaluated tool supports ranking of datasets based on
the intent of the user.

Second, it is possible to show a (visual) preview or
summary of the discovered datasets [16]. For example,
a timeline showing the datasets according to their cre-
ation dates, the dates of their last modification, their ac-
crual periodicities or their combination. A whole other
type of a timeline can show the datasets according to
their specified temporal coverage. Other types of pre-
views are a map showing their spatial coverage, a word
cloud diagram from their keywords, etc.

The techniques which would allow a LDCP to create
such previews of the datasets include support for the ap-
propriate RDF vocabularies. Some of the LD vocabular-
ies recently became W3C Recommendations26, which
are de facto standards, and as such should be supported
in LDCP. These include the Simple Knowledge Organi-
zation System (SKOS)27, The Organization Ontology
(ORG)28, the Data Catalog Vocabulary (DCAT) and
The RDF Data Cube Vocabulary (DCV)29. Having the
knowledge of such well-known vocabularies, LDCP
can generate vocabulary specific preview of each of the
candidate datasets, giving the user more information for
his decision making. There are also many well-known
vocabularies which are not W3C Recommendations.

26https://www.w3.org/standards/techs/rdfvocabs#
w3c_all

27https://www.w3.org/TR/skos-reference/
28https://www.w3.org/TR/vocab-org/
29https://www.w3.org/TR/vocab-data-cube/

https://www.w3.org/standards/techs/rdfvocabs#w3c_all
https://www.w3.org/standards/techs/rdfvocabs#w3c_all
https://www.w3.org/TR/skos-reference/
https://www.w3.org/TR/vocab-org/
https://www.w3.org/TR/vocab-data-cube/


Some of them are on the W3C track as Group notes,
e.g. VoID30 used to describe RDF datasets and vCard
Ontology31 for contact information. Others are regis-
tered in Linked Open Vocabularies [125], e.g. Dublin
Core32, FOAF33, GoodRelations34 and Schema.org35.
These vocabularies are also popular as shown by the
LODStats service [41]36. Previews may be also gener-
ated based on vocabularies for representing metadata
about datasets (see Section 4.1.1)

Requirement 8 (Preview based on vocabularies)
Support for dataset preview based on well-known vo-
cabularies used to represent the dataset content or
metadata.

Example 8.1 (Preview using the RDF Data Cube
Vocabulary) Given a statistical dataset modeled us-
ing the RDF Data Cube Vocabulary, a dataset preview
(Req. 8) could contain a list of dimensions, measures
and attributes or a list of concepts represented by them,
based on its Data Structure Definition (DSD). In ad-
dition, the number of observations could be displayed
and, in the case of simpler data cubes such as time se-
ries, a graphical line graph or bar chart can be shown
automatically, as in LinkedPipes Visualization [68].

Criterion 8.1 (Preview – W3C vocabularies) The
evaluated tool provides a dataset preview based on used
vocabularies that are W3C Recommendations.

Criterion 8.2 (Preview – LOV vocabularies) The
evaluated tool provides a dataset preview based on used
well-known vocabularies registered at Linked Open
Vocabularies.

Criterion 8.3 (Preview metadata) The evaluated tool
previews dataset description and statistics metadata
recorded in DCAT, DCAT-AP and/or VoID.

The user may also require a preview compiled not
based on descriptive and statistical metadata provided
by the publisher about the dataset but based on metadata
automatically computed from the dataset content. This
metadata include descriptive metadata (e.g., important
keywords or spatial and temporal coverage), statistical
metadata (e.g., number of resources or numbers of in-

30https://www.w3.org/TR/void/
31https://www.w3.org/TR/vcard-rdf/
32http://dublincore.org/documents/dcmi-terms/
33http://xmlns.com/foaf/spec/
34http://www.heppnetz.de/projects/goodrelations/
35http://schema.org
36http://stats.lod2.eu/

stances of different classes) and schema. It it important
to note that schemas are often very complex and their
summaries are more useful for users [95]. [121,95] pro-
pose techniques for schema summarization which cre-
ate a subset of a given dataset schema which contains
only the most important nodes and edges. Therefore, it
is a reasonable requirement that LDCP should be able to
generate metadata independently of what is contained
in the manually created metadata records.

Requirement 9 (Data preview) Provide dataset de-
scription, statistics and schema based on automatic
querying the actual content of the dataset.

Example 9.1 (Data preview) A preview of data based
on the data itself instead of relying on the metadata
can be seen in the LODStats [41] dataset. From statis-
tics such as the number of triples, entities, classes, lan-
guages and class hierarchy depth, one can get a better
information contributing to the decision on whether or
not to use such a dataset.

Example 9.2 (Schema extraction using SPARQL)
For RDF datasets, the list of used vocabularies can be
attached using the void:vocabulary37 predicate.
Their specifications can also be attached to RDF distri-
butions of datasets using the dcterms:conformsTo
predicate as specified in DCAT-AP. Either way, even
if the vocabularies are indeed specified in the meta-
data, the dataset itself may use only few properties and
classes from them, not all covered by the vocabularies.
Therefore, a useful feature of a LDCP would be extrac-
tion of the actual schema of the data, i.e. used classes
and predicates connecting their instances shown in a
diagram. This can be done by querying the data us-
ing quite simple SPARQL queries such as this one for
classes and numbers of their instances:

SELECT ?class (COUNT(?s) as ?size)
WHERE {?s a ?class}
ORDER BY DESC(?size)

and this one for predicates among classes with number
of their occurences:

SELECT ?c1 ?c2
(MIN(?p) as ?predicate)
(COUNT(?p) AS ?num)
WHERE {
?s1 a ?c1 .
?s2 a ?c2 .

37https://www.w3.org/TR/void/#vocabularies

https://www.w3.org/TR/void/
https://www.w3.org/TR/vcard-rdf/
http://dublincore.org/documents/dcmi-terms/
http://xmlns.com/foaf/spec/
http://www.heppnetz.de/projects/goodrelations/
http://schema.org
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https://www.w3.org/TR/void/#vocabularies


?s1 ?p ?s2 .
}
GROUP BY ?c1 ?c2
ORDER BY DESC(?num)

Criterion 9.1 (Preview data) The evaluated tool pro-
vides dataset description and statistics based on auto-
matic querying the actual data.

Criterion 9.2 (Schema extraction) The evaluated
tool provides schema extracted automatically from the
given dataset.

Besides metadata, statistics and used vocabularies
there are many other criteria regarding data quality
that should also be presented to the user to support
his decision making. There is a recent survey of such
techniques [133].

Requirement 10 (Quality indicators) Provide qual-
ity measurements based on LD quality indicators.

Example 10.1 (Checking of availability) One of the
quality dimensions surveyed in [133] is availability. A
LDCP could support its users by periodically checking
the availability of known datasets by trying to access
dumps or by querying SPARQL endpoints and derefer-
encing IRIs. Data gathered this way could be presented
e.g. as availability percentage. The SPARQLES ser-
vice [126] 38 performs such measurements periodically
for known SPARQL endpoints.

Criterion 10.1 (Quality indicators) Provide quality
measurements based on LD quality indicators.

4.2. Data manipulation

A common problem of LD tools out there is their
limited support for standards of representation and ac-
cess to LD. LDCP should support existing serialization
standards on its input such as Turtle and support only
loading the input in different forms (e.g., dump files,
SPARQL endpoints, etc.). In this section, we motivate
and define requirements on data input, its transforma-
tions, provenance and licensing support, with emphasis
on existing web standards.

38http://sparqles.ai.wu.ac.at/

4.2.1. Data input
LDCP should support all the standard ways of ac-

cessing LD so that there are no unnecessary constraints
on the data to be consumed. These include IRI derefer-
encing (Req. 11), SPARQL endpoint querying (Req. 12
and the ability to load RDF dumps in all standard RDF
1.1 serializations39 (Req. 13), i.e. RDF/XML, Turtle,
TriG, N-Triples, N-Quads, RDFa and JSON-LD. This
functionality can be achieved relatively easily, e.g. by
integrating Eclipse RDF4J40 or Apache Jena41 libraries.

There are at least three ways of how LDCP should
support IRI dereferencing. First, LDCP should be able
to simply access a URL and download a file in any of
the standard RDF serializations, which we deal with
later in Req. 13. Second, LDCP should be able to use
HTTP Content Negotiation42 to specify the request for
RDF data even though the URL yields an HTML page
for web browsers, and be able to work with the result,
e.g. to dereference related entities, a.k.a. the "follow
your nose" principle43.

Requirement 11 (IRI dereferencing) Ability to load
RDF data by dereferencing IRIs using HTTP content
negotiation and accepting all RDF 1.1 serializations.

Example 11.1 (Usage of IRI dereferencing) One of
the possible data inputs can be a single RDF resource,
e.g. the representation of Prague in DBpedia, for which
the user might want to monitor, some property, e.g.
population. The easiest way to do that is to simply
access the resource IRI, to support following HTTP
redirects and to ask for RDF data in our favorite RDF
serialization (Req. 11). This process can be then re-
peated as necessary. It is an equivalent of running,
e.g.: curl -L -H "Accept: text/turtle"
http://dbpedia.org/resource/Prague

Criterion 11.1 (IRI dereferencing) Ability to load
RDF data by dereferencing IRIs using HTTP content
negotiation.

Criterion 11.2 (Crawling) Ability to apply the follow
your nose principle

39https://www.w3.org/TR/rdf11-new/
#section-serializations

40http://rdf4j.org/
41https://jena.apache.org/
42https://www.w3.org/Protocols/rfc2616/

rfc2616-sec12.html
43http://patterns.dataincubator.org/book/

follow-your-nose.html
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Publishing data via a SPARQL endpoint is consid-
ered the most valuable way of publishing LD for the
consumers. It provides instant access to the computing
power of the publishers infrastructure and the consumer
does not have to work with the data at all to be able
to query it. Publishing data this way also enables users
to do federated queries44. Therefore, this should be the
easiest way of getting data using a LDCP. On the other
hand, public SPARQL endpoints typically implement
various limitations on the number of returned results or
query execution time, which make it hard to get, e.g. a
whole dataset this way. These limits, however, can be
tackled using various techniques such as paging.

Requirement 12 (SPARQL querying) Ability to load
data from a SPARQL endpoint.

Example 12.1 (Accessing the DBpedia SPARQL
endpoint) Since DBpedia is the focal point of the whole
LOD cloud, it is often used as a linking target to pro-
vide more context to published data. In addition to IRI
dereferencing, a LDCP can use the DBpedia SPARQL
endpoint to, e.g., suggest more related data of the same
type, etc.

Criterion 12.1 (SPARQL: built-in querying) Ability
to query a given SPARQL endpoint using a built-in
SPARQL query.

Criterion 12.2 (SPARQL: named graphs) Aware-
ness of named graphs in a SPARQL endpoint and ability
to work with them.

Criterion 12.3 (SPARQL: custom query) Ability to
extract data from a SPARQL endpoint using a custom
SPARQL query.

Criterion 12.4 (SPARQL: authentication) Ability to
access SPARQL endpoints which require authentica-
tion.

Criterion 12.5 (SPARQL: advanced download) Abil-
ity to download a dataset from a SPARQL endpoint
even though it is too big to download using the standard
CONSTRUCT WHERE {?s ?p ?o}, e.g. by paging
or similar techniques.

Requirement 13 (RDF dump load) Ability to load
data from an RDF dump in all standard RDF serializa-
tions, including tabular data with CSVW mapping and
relational databases with R2RML mapping.

44https://www.w3.org/TR/sparql11-federated-query/

The previous techniques such as SPARQL querying
and IRI dereferencing relied on the fact that the target
service was able to provide the desired RDF data se-
rialization. However, when there are RDF dumps al-
ready serialized, to be downloaded from the web, LDCP
needs to support all standardized serializations itself, as
it cannot rely on any service for translation.

Example 13.1 (RDF quads dump load) One of the
use cases for named graphs in RDF already adopted by
LD publishers is to separate different datasets in one
SPARQL endpoint. It is then quite natural for them to
provide data dumps in an RDF quads enabled format
such as N-Quads or TriG, e.g. statistical datasets from
the Czech Social Security Administration45. This also
eases the loading of such data to a quad-store - the
user does not have to specify the target graph to load to.
Since there are multiple open-source libraries and quad-
stores supporting RDF 1.1 serializations, this should
not be a problem and LDCP should support all of them.

Criterion 13.1 (RDF/XML file load) Ability to load
data from an RDF/XML file, both from a URL and
locally.

Criterion 13.2 (Turtle file load) Ability to load data
from a Turtle file, both from a URL and locally.

Criterion 13.3 (N-Triples file load) Ability to load
data from an N-Triples file, both from a URL and lo-
cally.

Criterion 13.4 (JSON-LD file load) Ability to load
data from a JSON-LD file, both from a URL and locally.

Criterion 13.5 (RDFa file load) Ability to load data
from an RDFa file, both from a URL and locally.

Criterion 13.6 (N-Quads file load) Ability to load
data from an N-Quads file, both from a URL and locally.

Criterion 13.7 (TriG file load) Ability to load data
from a TriG file, both from a URL and locally.

Criterion 13.8 (Handling of bigger files) Ability to
process bigger RDF dumps without loading them as
RDF models. These techniques can be found in RDF-
pro [29] and RDFSlice [83].

Criterion 13.9 (CSV on the Web load) Ability to load
data from a CSV file described by the CSV on the Web
(CSVW) metadata, both from a URL and locally.

45https://data.cssz.cz/dump/
nove-priznane-duchody-dle-vyse-duchodu.trig
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Criterion 13.10 (Direct mapping load) Ability to
load data from a relational database using Direct map-
ping46.

Criterion 13.11 (R2RML load) Ability to load data
from a relational database using R2RML mapping.

Besides these traditional ways of getting LD, LDCP
should support the Linked Data Platform47 specifica-
tion for getting resources from containers. These can
be, e.g. notifications according to the Linked Data Noti-
fications48 W3C Recommendation [23].

Requirement 14 (Linked Data Platform input) Abil-
ity to load data from the Linked Data Platform compli-
ant servers.

Example 14.1 (Loading data from Linked Data
Platform) The Linked Data Platform (LDP) specifica-
tions defines (among others) containers49 as lists of
entities. Therefore, a LDCP should be aware of this
and support the handling of LDP containers, e.g. by
listing them and their entities to be used in the data
consumption process. An example of a LDP compliant
implementation is Apache Marmotta50.

Criterion 14.1 (Linked Data Platform containers)
Ability to load items from the Linked Data Platform
containers.

In addition to be able to load data in all standardized
ways, LDCP should also provide a way of saying that
the data source should be periodically monitored for
changes, e.g. like in the Dynamic Linked Data Obser-
vatory [62]. This includes a specification of the period-
icity of the checks and the specification of actions to be
taken when a change is detected. The actions could vary
from a simple user notification to triggering a whole
pipeline of automated data transformations. This way,
the user can see what is new in the data used for his
goals and whether the data is simply updated or needs
his attention due to more complex changes. A short
survey of existing approaches to change monitoring is
provided in [39], Section 3.7.

Requirement 15 (Monitoring of changes in input
data) Ability to periodically monitor a data source and
trigger actions when the data source changes.

46https://www.w3.org/TR/rdb-direct-mapping/
47https://www.w3.org/TR/ldp/
48https://www.w3.org/TR/ldn/
49https://www.w3.org/TR/ldp/#ldpc
50http://marmotta.apache.org/platform/ldp-module.

html

Example 15.1 (Keeping data up to date) The EU
Metadata Registry (MDR)51 publishes various codelists
to be reused across the EU and they are updated almost
weekly. A LDCP should allow the users to register a
dataset to be downloaded regularly (or on demand).
The interval can be set manually, or automatically from
the dcterms:accrualPeriodicity property in
DCAT metadata. Or, LDCP may be notified by MDR
when a change occurs according to the Linked Data
Notification protocol.

Criterion 15.1 (Monitoring of input changes: polling)
Ability to periodically monitor a data source and trigger
actions when the data source changes.

Criterion 15.2 (Monitoring of input changes: sub-
scription) Ability to subscribe to a data source, e.g.
by WebSub52, formerly known as PubSubHubbub, and
trigger actions when the data source changes.

When working with real world data sources, it may
be necessary to keep track of versions of the input data
which can change in time or even become unavailable.
When more complex changes happen in the data, the
whole consumption pipeline could be broken. There-
fore, a version management mechanism should be avail-
able in LDCP so that the user can work with a fixed
snapshot of the input data and see what has changed
and when. Such a mechanism could also be automated.
For example, if a consuming client holds a replica of
a source dataset, changes in the source may be prop-
agated to the replica as shown in [43], creating a new
version. Updates may also be triggered by events like
Git commits, as can be seen in [7].

Requirement 16 (Version management) Ability to
maintain multiple versions of data from selected data
sources.

Criterion 16.1 (Manual versioning support) Ability
to keep multiple versions of input data, the versions are
created, deleted and switched manually.

Criterion 16.2 (Automated versioning support) Abil-
ity to keep multiple versions of input data, with support
for automated versioning actions such as automatic
synchronization of remote datasets.

51http://publications.europa.eu/mdr/
52https://www.w3.org/TR/websub/
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4.2.2. Analysis of semantic relationships
The requirements discussed in the previous sections

support the user in discovering individual datasets iso-
lated from one another. However, the user usually needs
to work with them as with one integrated graph of RDF
data. Therefore, he expects that the datasets are seman-
tically related with each other and that he can use these
semantic relationships for the integration. If a dataset
is not in a required relationship with other discovered
datasets the user needs to know this so that he can
omit the dataset from the further processing. We have
briefly discussed possible kinds of semantic relation-
ships in Req. 6. However, while Req. 6 only required
LDCP to show datasets which are somehow semanti-
cally related to the selected one, now the user expects a
deeper analysis of the relationships.

Each of the existing semantic relationships among
discovered datasets should be presented to the user with
a description of the relationship, i.e. the kind of the rela-
tionship and its deeper characteristics. The descriptions
will help the user to understand the relationships and
decide whether they are relevant for the integration of
the datasets or not.

When the datasets share resources or their resources
are linked, the deeper characteristics may involve the
information about the classes of the resources, the ra-
tio of the number of the shared or linked resources to
the total number of the resources belonging to these
classes, compliance of the datasets in the statements
provided about the shared resources, etc. There are ap-
proaches which provide explanations of such relation-
ships to users. For example, [97][98] propose a method
for generating explanations of relationships between
entities in a form of most informative paths between
entities. The approach can be extended to explaining
relationships among datasets which contain related en-
tities. In [112], the authors present another approach to
explaining relationships between datasets on the base of
so called relatedness cores which are dense sub-graphs
that have strong relationships with resources from re-
lated datasets.

When the datasets neither share the resources nor
there are links among them, the semantic relationship
may be given by the fact that they share some parts
of vocabularies, i.e. classes or predicates. Such rela-
tionships may be deduced from metadata collected by
services such as LODStats [41].

Requirement 17 (Semantic relationship analysis)
Provide characteristics of existing semantic relation-

ships among datasets which are important for the user
to be able to decide about their possible integration.

Example 17.1 (LODVader) LODVader [90] shows re-
lationships among given datasets, demonstrated on the
LOD cloud. Instead of relying on existing metadata in
VoID, it generates its own based on the actual data. It is
able to present relationships based on links between re-
sources as well as shared vocabularies. Unfortunately,
the software seems abandoned and the demo works no
longer.

Criterion 17.1 (Shared resources analysis) Provide
characteristics of existing semantic relationships among
datasets based on resources shared by the datasets.

Criterion 17.2 (Link analysis) Provide characteris-
tics of existing semantic relationships among datasets
based on links among resources.

Criterion 17.3 (Shared vocabularies analysis) Pro-
vide characteristics of existing semantic relationships
among datasets based on shared vocabularies or their
parts.

As a supplemental requirement to the previous one
is to support methods for automated or semi-automated
deduction of semantic relationships among datasets.
These methods may be useful when semantic relation-
ships cannot be directly discovered based on statements
present in the datasets but new statements must be
deduced from the existing ones. There are tools like
SILK [129], SLINT [91] or SERIMI [5] which support
so called link discovery which means deducing new
statements linking resources of, usually, two datasets.
In theory, deduction of new linking statements is usu-
ally done using various similarity measures [119][86].
In [89] is a recent comprehensive survey of link dis-
covery frameworks. Another family of tools supports
so called ontology matching [94] which is a process of
deducing mappings between two vocabularies. These
methods may help LDCP to provide the user with more
semantic relationships.

Requirement 18 (Semantic relationship deduction)
Provide support for automated or semi-automated de-
duction of semantic relationships among datasets.

Example 18.1 (Link discovery using SILK) A clas-
sic example of adding semantic relations to existing
data is link discovery. Let us, for instance, consider
a dataset with useful information about all Czech ad-
dresses, towns, etc. called RÚIAN. Data on the web,



however, typically links to DBPedia representations of
Czech cities and regions. In order to be able to use
information both from the LOD cloud and from RÚIAN,
the data consumer needs to map, e.g., the Czech towns
in the Czech dataset to the Czech towns in DBpedia,
based on their names and based on regions in which
they are located. This is a task well suited for a link
discovery tool such as SILK, and a LDCP should be
able to support this process.

Criterion 18.1 (Link discovery) Provide support for
automated or semi-automated deduction of links among
datasets.

Criterion 18.2 (Ontology alignment) Provide sup-
port for automated or semi-automated ontology align-
ment.

4.2.3. Semantic transformations
The user now needs to process the discovered

datasets. As we discuss later in Section 4.4, this means
either visualizing the datasets or exporting them with
the purpose of processing in an external tool. In gen-
eral, it means to transform the datasets from their orig-
inal form to another one, which is necessary for such
processing. We can consider transformations, which
transform RDF representation of the datasets to another
RDF representation or to other data models such as
relational, tree, etc. In this section, we discuss the RDF
to RDF transformations. The transformations to other
data models are considered as outputs of the process
and are covered in Section 4.4. A transformation in-
volves various data manipulation steps which should
be supported by LDCP.

First, LDCP must deal with the fact that there exist
different vocabularies which model a similar part of
reality. We say that such datasets are semantically over-
lapping. Let us note that a semantic overlap is the kind
of semantic relationship discussed in Req. 17. There-
fore, it often happens that the vocabulary used in the
dataset is different from the one required for the further
processing. In such situations it is necessary to trans-
form the dataset so that it corresponds to the required
vocabulary. The transformation can be based on an on-
tological mapping between both vocabularies or it can
be based on a transformation script specifically created
for these two vocabularies. This requirement is realis-
tic when we consider well-known vocabularies such as
FOAF. Schema.org, GoodRelations, WGS84_pos, and
others registered in LOV.

Requirement 19 (Transformations based on vocab-
ularies) Provide transformations between well-known
semantically overlapping vocabularies.

Example 19.1 (GoodRelations to Schema.org trans-
formation) In the process of development of the
Schema.org vocabulary, a decision was made to import
classes and properties of the GoodRelations vocabulary
used for e-commerce into the Schema.org namespace.
This decision is questionable and controversial53 in the
light of best practices for vocabulary creation. These
suggest reusing existing parts of vocabularies instead of
creating identical classes and properties or importing
them into another IRI namespace. Nevertheless, the fact
remains that some datasets might be using GoodRela-
tions54 and other datasets might be using Schema.org55

for, e.g., the specification of opening hours of a point of
sales. This is a perfect opportunity for a transformation
script or component which would transform data mod-
eled according to one of those ways to the other kind, if
necessary (Req. 19).

Criterion 19.1 (Vocabulary mapping based trans-
formations) Provide transformations between well-
known semantically overlapping vocabularies based on
their mapping, e.g. using OWL.

Criterion 19.2 (Vocabulary-based SPARQL trans-
formations) Provide transformations between well-
known semantically overlapping vocabularies, based
on predefined SPARQL transformations.

It is also frequent that datasets do not re-use well-
known vocabularies but use specific vocabularies cre-
ated ad-hoc by their publishers. Even though transfor-
mation support for these vocabularies in terms of the
previous requirement is not realistic simply because
there are too many ad-hoc vocabularies, the user can
still expect LDCP to be able to provide some kind of
support when such vocabularies appear among the dis-
covered datasets. In particular, the users can expect that
LDCP will at least discover that there exist possible
semantic overlaps between the vocabularies. Discover-
ing these semantic overlaps may be achieved by ontol-
ogy matching techniques which are already involved
in Req. 18.

53http://wiki.goodrelations-vocabulary.org/
GoodRelations_and_schema.org

54http://purl.org/goodrelations/v1#
OpeningHoursSpecification

55http://schema.org/OpeningHoursSpecification
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Having the possible semantic overlaps, the user then
needs to specify the particular transformation on his
own. Also, he can expect LDCP to be able to automati-
cally or semi-automatically discover the transformation
itself. Such discovery can be achieved by exploiting
various techniques of ontology alignment [59][26].

Requirement 20 (Ontology alignment) Provide auto-
mated or semi-automated discovery of transformations
between semantically overlapping vocabularies.

Example 20.1 (Ontology alignment using SILK)
Since RDF vocabularies are also RDF datasets, the
same techniques for matching RDF data can be used for
matching RDF vocabularies. Specifically, SILK can be
used to match classes and properties based on various
criteria such as their labels and descriptions, hierar-
chies, etc. The resulting linkset is then the ontology map-
ping, e.g. using the owl:equivalentProperty
or owl:equivalentClass predicates.

Criterion 20.1 (Ontology alignment) Provide auto-
mated or semi-automated discovery of transformations
between semantically overlapping vocabularies and
ontologies.

Another often required kind of data manipulation is
inference. Inference can be used when additional knowl-
edge about the concepts defined by the vocabulary is
provided which can be used to infer new statements.
Such knowledge is expressed in a form of so called
inference rules. Semantic mappings between vocabular-
ies mentioned above also form a kind of inference rules,
but here we consider them in their broader sense. A spe-
cific kind of inference rules allows one to specify that
two resources are the same real-world entity, i.e. the
owl:sameAs predicate. Having such inference rule
means that statements about both resources need to be
fused together. Fusion does not mean simply putting the
statements together but also identification of conflicting
statements and their resolution [85][73].

Requirement 21 (Inference and resource fusion)
Support inference based on inference rules encoded in
vocabularies or ontologies of discovered datasets.

Example 21.1 (Inference) Many RDF vocabularies
are defined with some inference rules in place. An ex-
ample of inference which would be beneficial to sup-
port in an LDCP can be the SKOS vocabulary with
its skos:broader and skos:narrower proper-
ties. According to the SKOS reference, these proper-
ties are inverse properties56. For instance, a dataset

56https://www.w3.org/TR/skos-reference/#L2055

may contain triples such as ex:a skos:broader
ex:b, whereas, the output is required to contain ex:b
skos:narrower ex:a because of limitations of
another component. These inverse triples can be in-
ferred and materialized by LDCP, based on the knowl-
edge of SKOS.

Example 21.2 (owl:sameAs fusion) Let us have
two datasets we already mentioned in Example 18.1,
Czech towns from DBPedia and the Czech registry con-
taining information about all addresses and, among
others, cities of the Czech Republic and let us con-
sider we linked the corresponding entities using the
owl:sameAs links. Now if we are preparing a dataset
for, e.g. visualization to a user, it might be more fitting to
fuse the data about each city from both datasets than to
leave the data with the linking. Disjunctive facts about
one city are easy to fuse. We choose the IRI of one or the
other as the target subject and copy all predicates and
objects (including blank nodes) using this subject. What
may require assistance are resulting conflicting state-
ments such as different city populations. LDCP should
support the user in this process by, at least, providing a
list of conflicts and options of solving them.

Criterion 21.1 (RDFS inference) Support inference
based on inference rules encoded in the RDFS vocabu-
lary.

Criterion 21.2 (Resource fusion) Support fusion of
statements about the same resources from different
datasets.

Criterion 21.3 (OWL inference) Support inference
based on inference rules encoded OWL ontologies.

Besides transformations, the user will typically need
the standard operations for data selection and projec-
tion. LDCP can assist the user with specification of
these operations by providing graphical representation
of the required data subset, which may correspond to
a graphical representation of a SPARQL query like in
SPARQLGraph [111] and similar approaches.

Requirement 22 (Selection and projection) Support
assisted graphical selection and projection of data.

Example 22.1 (Data language selection) One type of
selection may be limiting the dataset to a single lan-
guage. For example, when working with the EU Meta-
data Registry (MDR), codelists are usually provided
in all EU languages. Having the data in multiple lan-
guages may, however, not be necessary. A LDCP may
support common selection techniques without requiring
the user to write SPARQL queries.

https://www.w3.org/TR/skos-reference/#L2055


Criterion 22.1 (Assisted selection) Support assisted
graphical selection of data.

Example 22.2 (Data projection) An example of a pro-
jection may be picking only data which is relevant for
a given use case, while omitting other properties of
represented resources. The user may again be assisted
by a graphical overview of the dataset with possibility
to select relevant entities, their properties and links.

Criterion 22.2 (Assisted projection) Support assisted
graphical projection of data.

Besides the above described specific data manipu-
lation requirements, the user may need to define own
specific transformations expressed in SPARQL.

Requirement 23 (Custom transformations) Support
custom transformations expressed in SPARQL.

Criterion 23.1 (Custom transformations) Support
custom transformations expressed in SPARQL.

Having the support for all kinds of data manipu-
lations described above it is necessary to be able to
combine them together so that the discovered datasets
are transformed to the required form. The user may
be required to create such data manipulation pipeline
manually. However, we might also expect that LDCP
compiles such pipeline automatically and the user only
checks the result and adjusts it when necessary.

Requirement 24 (Automated data manipulation)
Support automated compilation of data manipulation
pipelines and enable their validation and manual ad-
justment by users.

Example 24.1 (Automated data manipulation) A
LDCP may be aware of what the data in each step of
the consumption process looks like even as the pro-
cess is being designed, e.g. by performing background
operations on data samples, and it may recommend
possible or probable next steps. Using the same prin-
ciples, the data transformation pipelines may be even
generated automatically, given that the requirements
on the final data structure are known and the source
data is accessible. This can be seen in e.g. LinkedPipes
Visualization [69], where given an RDF data source,
a list of possible visualizations formed by data trans-
formation pipelines, is offered automatically, based on
known vocabularies and input and output descriptions
of the data processing components.

Criterion 24.1 (Automated data manipulation) Sup-
port automated compilation of data manipulation
pipelines and enable their validation and manual ad-
justment by users.

4.2.4. Provenance and license management
For the output data to be credible and reusable, de-

tailed provenance information should be available cap-
turing every step of the data processing task, starting
from the origin of the data to the final transformation
step and data export or visualization. There is The
PROV Ontology57, a W3C Recommendation that can
be used to capture provenance information in RDF.

Requirement 25 (Provenance) Provide provenance
information throughout the data processing pipeline
using a standardized vocabulary.

Example 25.1 (Provenance) When the goal of the LD
consumption process is to gather data, combine it and
pass it to another tool for processing, it might be useful
to store information about this process. Specifically, the
consumers of the transformed data might be interested
in where the data comes from, how it was combined,
what selection and projection was done, etc. This in-
formation can be stored as an accompanying manifest
using the PROV Ontology and may look like this (taken
directly from the W3C Recommendation):

ex:aggregationActivity
a prov:Activity;
prov:wasAssociatedWith ex:derek;
prov:used ex:crimeData;
prov:used ex:nationalRegionsList;

.

Criterion 25.1 (Provenance input) Ability to exploit
structured provenance information accompanying input
data.

Criterion 25.2 (Provenance output) Provide prove-
nance information throughout the data processing
pipeline using a standardized vocabulary.

Part of metadata of a dataset should be, at least in
case of open data, the information about the license
under which the data is published. A common prob-
lem when integrating data from various data sources
is license management, i.e. determining whether the
licenses of two data sources are compatible and what
license to apply to the resulting data. This problem gets
even more complicated when dealing with data pub-
lished in different countries. A nice illustration of the
problem is given as Table 3 in ODI’s Licence Compat-
ibility58 page. Also, the European Data Portal has its

57https://www.w3.org/TR/prov-o/
58https://github.com/theodi/open-data-licensing/

blob/master/guides/licence-compatibility.md
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Licence Assistant59 which encompasses an even larger
list of open data licenses. Issues with (linked) open data
licensing are also identified in [42], where the authors
also present the License Compositor tool. Finally, LIVE
[52] is a tool for verification of license compatibility of
two LD datasets.

Requirement 26 (License management) Support li-
cense management by tracking licenses of original data
sources, checking their compatibility when data is in-
tegrated and helping with determining the resulting
license of republished data.

Example 26.1 (License management) Based on open
data license compatibility information such as the
ODI’s Licence Compatibility table, a LDCP should ad-
vise its user on whether two data sources can be com-
bined or not and what is the license of the result. The
licenses of individual datasets can be obtained from its
DCAT metadata. For datasets without a specific license,
a warning should be displayed. For know licenses, for
instance a dataset published using CC-BY and another
one published using CC-BY-SA, the CC-BY-SA mini-
mum license should be suggested. The legal environ-
ment of open data is quite complex and obscure even to
developers who are LD experts, so a support like this,
preferably even region specific, is necessary.

Criterion 26.1 (License awareness) Awareness of
dataset licenses, e.g. gathered from metadata, and their
presentation to the user.

Criterion 26.2 (License management) Awareness of
the license combination problem and assistance in
determining the resulting license when combining
datasets.

4.3. Data visualization

The goal of using LDCP is either to produce data
for processing in other software or to produce visual-
izations of discovered data sets. Visualizations can be
either automated, based on correct usage of vocabular-
ies and a library of visualization tools as in the Linked-
Pipes Visualization (LP-VIZ) [68], which offers them
for DCV, SKOS hierarchies and Schema.org GeoCoor-
dinates on Google Maps, or it can be a manually speci-
fied mapping of the RDF data as in LinkDaViz [118].

59https://www.europeandataportal.eu/en/
licence-assistant

Requirement 27 (Manual visualization) Offer visu-
alizations of LD based on manual mapping from the
data to the visualizations.

Example 27.1 (Manual visualization in LinkDaViz)
An example of manual visualization is LinkDaViz. The
user first selects the dataset to be visualized and then
selects specific classes and properties from the dataset.
Based on the selected properties and their data types,
visualization types are recommended and more can be
configured manually to get a visualization such as a
map, a bar chart, etc.

Criterion 27.1 (Manual visualization) Offer visual-
izations of LD based on manual mapping from the data
to the visualizations.

Requirement 28 (Vocabulary-based visualization)
Offer automated visualizations of LD based on well-
known vocabularies.

Example 28.1 (Automated visualization in LP-VIZ)
In contrast to manual visualization in Example 27.1, in
LinkedPipes Visualization the user points to the dataset
and the tool by itself, automatically, takes a look at
what data is present in the dataset. It then offers pos-
sible visualizations, based on the found, well-known
vocabularies supported by components registered in the
tool.

Criterion 28.1 (Vocabulary-based visualization) Of-
fer automated visualizations of LD based on well-
known vocabularies.

4.4. Data output

The other possible goal of our user is to output raw
data for further processing. The output data can be in
various formats, the most popular may include RDF
for LD, which can be exported in various standardized
ways. The first means of RDF data output is to a dump
file using standardized serializations. The inability to
create a dump in all standardized formats (only some)
will be classified as partial coverage of the requirement.

Requirement 29 (RDF dump output) Ability to ex-
port RDF data to a dump file in all standard RDF seri-
alizations.

Example 29.1 (RDF dump output) Various tools
may need various RDF serializations to be able to pro-
cess the output data. The main problem which can be
seen quite often is that many applications consuming

https://www.europeandataportal.eu/en/licence-assistant
https://www.europeandataportal.eu/en/licence-assistant


RDF only support triple formats and not quad formats.
Therefore, a LDCP should support output in all stan-
dard RDF 1.1 serializations, which can be easily sup-
ported by using an existing library such as Apache Jena
or Eclipse RDF4J.

Criterion 29.1 (RDF/XML file dump) Ability to
dump data to an RDF/XML file.

Criterion 29.2 (Turtle file dump) Ability to dump
data to a Turtle file.

Criterion 29.3 (N-Triples file dump) Ability to dump
data to an N-Triples file.

Criterion 29.4 (JSON-LD file dump) Ability to dump
data to a JSON-LD file.

Criterion 29.5 (RDFa file dump) Ability to dump
data to an RDFa file.

Criterion 29.6 (N-Quads file dump) Ability to dump
data to an N-Quads file.

Criterion 29.7 (TriG file dump) Ability to dump data
to a TriG file.

Another way of outputting RDF data is directly into
a triplestore, using one of two standard ways, either the
SPARQL Update query60 or using the SPARQL Graph
Store HTTP Protocol61.

Requirement 30 (SPARQL output) Ability to load
RDF data to a SPARQL endpoint using SPARQL Up-
date or SPARQL Graph Store HTTP protocol.

Example 30.1 (Loading data using the SPARQL
Graph Store HTTP Protocol) For larger datasets,
where whole named graphs are manipulated, it is sim-
pler to use the SPARQL Graph Store HTTP Protocol to
load data. Basically, a data dump is sent over HTTP
to the server instead of being inserted by a SPARQL
query. However, despite being a W3C Recommendation,
the implementation of the protocol differs among quad
stores. Therefore, besides the endpoint URL, authenti-
cation options and the target named graph, a LDCP
should be also aware of the specific implementation
of the endpoint. This can be seen e.g. in LinkedPipes
ETL’s Graph Store Protocol component62.

60https://www.w3.org/TR/sparql11-update/
61https://www.w3.org/TR/sparql11-http-rdf-update/
62https://etl.linkedpipes.com/components/

l-graphstoreprotocol

Criterion 30.1 (SPARQL Update support) Ability to
load RDF data to a SPARQL endpoint using SPARQL
Update.

Criterion 30.2 (SPARQL: named graphs support)
Awareness of named graphs in a SPARQL endpoint and
ability to load data to them.

Criterion 30.3 (SPARQL: authentication support)
Ability to access SPARQL Update endpoints which re-
quire authentication.

Criterion 30.4 (SPARQL Graph Store HTTP Pro-
tocol output) Ability to load RDF data to a SPARQL
endpoint using the SPARQL Graph Store HTTP Proto-
col.

Lastly, LDCP should be able to write RDF data to
Linked Data Platform compliant servers. This may also
include support for W3C Recommendations building on
top of the LDP, such as Linked Data Notifications [23]
for sending notifications to inboxes on the web.

Requirement 31 (Linked Data Platform output)
Ability to write data to Linked Data Platform compliant
servers.

Example 31.1 (Loading data to Linked Data Plat-
form) The Linked Data Platform (LDP) specifications
defines (among others) how new entities should be
added to existing containers63. Therefore, a LDCP
should be aware of this and support the handling of
LDP containers. A specific use case may be sending
messages according to the Linked Data Notifications
W3C Recommendation.

Criterion 31.1 (Linked Data Platform Containers
Output) Ability to upload data by posting new entities
to Linked Data Platform Containers.

Besides being able to output RDF, a perhaps even
more common use case of LDCP will be to prepare LD
to be processed locally by other tools, which do not
know LD. One choice for non-LD data export is a CSV
for tabular data. The usual way of getting CSV files out
of RDF data is by using the SPARQL SELECT queries.
Such CSV files can now be supplied by additional meta-
data in JSON-LD according to the Model for Tabular
Data and Metadata on the Web (CSVW)64 W3C Recom-
mendation. Besides tabular data, tree-like data are also

63https://www.w3.org/TR/ldp/#ldpc
64https://www.w3.org/TR/tabular-data-model/
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popular among 3-star data formats. These include XML
and JSON, both of which the user can get, when a stan-
dardized RDF serialization in one of those formats, i.e.
RDF/XML and JSON-LD, is enough. This is already
covered by Req. 29. However, for such data to be usable
by other tools, it will probably have to be transformed
to the JSON or XML format accepted by the tools and
this is something that LDCP should also support. For
advanced graph visualizations it may be useful to ex-
port the data as graph data e.g. for Gephi [12]. Majority
of people today do not know SPARQL and do not want
to learn it. However, LDCP should still allow them to
work with LD and use the data in their own tools. There-
fore, LDCP should not only allow to export 3* data,
but it should support doing so in a user friendly way,
with predefined output formats for external tools and,
ideally, predefined transformations from vocabularies
used in the tool’s domain. This observation comes from
a recent publication of a Czech registry of subsidies,
which was published as LD only, with N-Triples dumps,
dereferencable IRIs and a public SPARQL endpoint65.
This step, while being extremely interesting to semantic
web researchers, was received negatively by the Czech
open data community, which demanded CSV or JSON
files and was not willing to learn RDF and SPARQL.
This motivates Req. 32 and especially C 32.6.

Requirement 32 (Non-RDF data output) Ability to
export non-RDF data such as CSV with CSVW meta-
data, XML, JSON or Graph data for visualizations or
further processing in external tools.

Example 32.1 (Gephi support) To support graph vi-
sualization in Gephi, which can effectively visualize
large data graphs, LDCP should support output con-
sumable by Gephi. Technically, this is a pair of CSV
files with a specific structure. LDCP could include a
wizard for creation of such files.

Criterion 32.1 (Non-expert data output) Ability to
guide a non-expert through the data export process.

Criterion 32.2 (CSV file output) Ability to export
data as CSV files.

Criterion 32.3 (CSV on the Web output) Ability to
export data as CSV files accompanied by the CSV on
the Web JSON-LD descriptor.

65http://cedr.mfcr.cz/cedr3internetv419/
OpenData/DocumentationPage.aspx (in Czech only)

Criterion 32.4 (XML file output) Ability to export
data as arbitrarily shaped XML files.

Criterion 32.5 (JSON file output) Ability to export
data as arbitrarily shaped JSON files.

Criterion 32.6 (Output for specific third-party tools)
Ability to export data for visualization in specific third-
party tools.

4.5. Developer and community support

For most of our requirements there already is a tool
that satisfies them. The problem why there is no plat-
form using these tools is caused by their incompatibility
and the large effort needed to do so. LDCP does not
have to be a monolithic platform and can consist of
multitude of integrated tools. However, the tools need
to support easy integration, which motivates the next re-
quirements. Each part of LDCP and LDCP itself should
use the same API and configuration which it exposes
for others to use. The API should again be standardized,
i.e. REST or SOAP based, and the configuration should
be consistent with the rest of the data processing, which
means in RDF with a defined vocabulary.

Requirement 33 (API) Offer an easy to use, well doc-
umented API (REST-like or SOAP based) for all impor-
tant operations.

Example 33.1 (API) For instance, LinkedPipes ETL
offers REST-like API used by its own frontend to per-
form operations like running a transformation, creating
a transformation pipeline, etc. The API is documented
by OpenAPI66 (f.k.a. Swagger) to help developers with
its reuse. A LDCP should also have an API for all op-
erations so that its parts are easily reusable and easily
integrated with other software.

Criterion 33.1 (Existence of API) Ability to accept
commands via an open API.

Criterion 33.2 (API documentation) Existence of a
documentation of the API of the tool, such as OpenAPI.

Criterion 33.3 (Full API coverage) Ability to accept
all commands via an open API.

Requirement 34 (RDF configuration) Offer RDF
configuration where applicable.

66https://github.com/OAI/OpenAPI-Specification
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Example 34.1 (RDF configuration) All configuration
properties and projects of a LDCP should be also stored,
or at least accessible, in RDF. This is so that this data
can be read, managed and created by third-party RDF
tools and also shared easily on the Web, as any other
data. For instance, LinkedPipes ETL stores its transfor-
mation pipelines in RDF and makes their IRIs deref-
erencable, which eases their sharing and offers wider
options for their editing.

Criterion 34.1 (Configuration in open format) Con-
figuration stored and accepted in an open format such
as JSON, XML or a properties file.

Criterion 34.2 (Configuration in RDF) Configura-
tion stored and accepted in RDF.

Since one of the ideas of LD is distribution of effort,
the data processes defined in LDCP should themselves
be shareable and described by an RDF vocabulary as
it is with, e.g. the Linked Data Visualization Model
(LDVM) pipelines [66]. For this, a community repos-
itory for sharing of LDCP plugins like visualization
components from Req. 28, vocabulary-based transform-
ers from Req. 19 or even whole data processing projects
should be available.

Requirement 35 (Repositories for sharing) Offer
support for plugin and project sharing repositories.

Example 35.1 (Sharing on GitHub) Git is a very pop-
ular tool for sharing of and collaboration on software
and data, with GitHub as one of its most popular
repository implementations. To spark the network ef-
fect, a LDCP should have a catalog of plugins and
reusable projects, on which the community can collabo-
rate. Since projects themselves should be stored as RDF
(Req. 34), they can be easily shared on, e.g. GitHub.
This can be illustrated by, e.g. LinkedPipes ETL, which
has its repository of plugins67 and reusable pipeline
fragments68 which accompany component documenta-
tion.

Criterion 35.1 (Repository for plugins) Existence of
an openly accessible repository of plugins such as
GitHub.

Criterion 35.2 (Repository for projects) Existence of
an openly accessible repository of projects such as
GitHub.

67https://github.com/linkedpipes/etl/tree/develop/
plugins

68https://github.com/linkedpipes/etl/tree/
gh-pages/assets/pipelines

When the whole process of data gathering, process-
ing and output is described in LDCP, it may be useful
to expose the resulting transformation process as a web
service, which can be directly consumed by e.g. web
applications. This could facilitate live data views or
customizable caching and update strategies.

Requirement 36 (Deployment of services) Offer de-
ployment of the data transformation process as a web
service.

Example 36.1 (Encapsulated SPARQL queries) A
very simple example of Req. 36 could be a SPARQL
query, possibly with parameters, encapsulated as a web
service. This is a common way of helping non-RDF ap-
plications consume live RDF data without even know-
ing it. However, the process behind the web service
can be much more complex, and a LDCP could offer
creation of such services to its users.

Criterion 36.1 (Deployment of services) Ability to
deploy the data transformation process as a web ser-
vice.

5. Tools evaluation and description

In this section, we provide the evaluation results of 9
tools classified as LDCP according to the methodology
described in Section 3.2. We evaluated all 93 criteria for
each of the 9 tools. The detailed results of the evaluation
of each of the 9 tools can be seen in Table 3, Table 4 and
Table 5 in Appendix A. Next, as detailed in Section 3.4,
its requirement score is computed as a percentage of
passed criteria of each requirement. These can be seen
in Table 2. Finally, its requirement group score for each
group of requirements defined in Section 4 is computed
as an average of scores of requirements in the group.
These can be seen in Table 1.

5.1. LinkedPipes Visualization

LinkedPipes Visualization (LP-VIZ) [69] is a tool
providing automated visualizations of LD, fulfilling
Req. 8 Preview based on vocabularies and Req. 28
Vocabulary-based visualization. It queries the input data
given as an RDF dump or as a SPARQL endpoint for
known vocabularies, and based on the result, it offers
appropriate visualizations. These include an interactive
RDF data cube visualization, various types of SKOS
hierarchy visualizations and a map based visualization
(see Figure 2), which can be further filtered based on

https://github.com/linkedpipes/etl/tree/develop/plugins
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Category LP-VIZ V2 VISU Sp YAS UV LP-ETL OC DL

Dataset discovery 7% 5% 11% 15%

Data manipulation 9% 3% 4% 1% 3% 20% 20% 20% 22%

Data visualization 50% 50% 50% 50% 50% 50%

Data output 4% 4% 48% 63% 38% 26%

Developer and community support 54% 75%
Table 1

Requirement group scores of evaluated candidates. Empty cells rep-
resent 0%.

Fig. 2. LinkedPipes Visualization - Points on a map

concepts connected to the points on the map. In ad-
dition, in the RDF data cube visualization it also em-
ploys Req. 11 IRI dereferencing to search for labels of
entities.

As to the other parts of the LD consumption process,
no requirements were satisfied in the Data output and
Developer and community support groups.

5.2. V2

V2 [2] is an on-line demo for visualization of vocab-
ularies used in RDF data. In the first step the user pro-
vides a list of SPARQL endpoints. V2 executes a set of
predefined SPARQL queries to analyze the vocabularies
used in the data and creates the dataset preview.

On the top level of the preview, the used classes are
presented (see Figure 3). The user can select a class
to see the information about the number of instances
and about predicates used. V2 is simple, nevertheless it
can be used to address the Dataset discovery part of the
LD consumption process, specifically, it covers Data
preview.

5.3. VISU

VISUalization Playground [2] (VISU) is an on-line
service for visualization of SPARQL results. It uses

Fig. 3. V2 visualization

predefined or user provided SPARQL SELECT queries
to retrieve data from given SPARQL endpoints. Then
it uses Google Charts Editor to create a wide range of
visualizations (see Figure 4) based on the output table,
including line charts, tree charts or map visualizations.

Fig. 4. VISU visualization

The main focus of VISU is at Data visualization.

5.4. Sparklis

Sparklis [46] (Sp) is an on-line Linked Open Data
exploration tool that does not require the user to



Requirement LP-VIZ V2 VISU Sp YAS UV LP-ETL OC DL

Catalog support 25%

Catalog-free discovery
Search query language 25% 25%

Search query formulation assistance 33%

Context-based intent enhancement
Context-based discovery result enhancement
Dataset ranking
Preview based on vocabularies 67%

Data preview 50% 50% 100%

Quality indicators
IRI dereferencing 50% 50%

SPARQL querying 40% 20% 60% 20% 40% 100% 100% 60% 80%

RDF dump load 9% 73% 64% 64% 73%

Linked Data Platform input
Monitoring of changes in input data 50% 50%

Version management
Semantic relationship analysis 33%

Semantic relationship deduction 50% 50%

Transformations based on vocabularies
Ontology alignment
Inference and resource fusion
Selection and projection 50%

Custom transformations 100% 100% 100% 100%

Automated data manipulation
Provenance
License management 50%

Manual visualization 100% 100% 100% 100% 100%

Vocabulary-based visualization 100%

RDF dump output 100% 100% 86% 71%

SPARQL output 75% 100%

Linked Data Platform output
Non-RDF data output 17% 17% 17% 50% 67% 33%

API 67% 100%

RDF configuration 50% 100%

Repositories for sharing
Deployment of services 100% 100%

Table 2
Requirement scores of evaluated candidates. Empty cells represent 0%.

have knowledge of SPARQL. The user can specify a
SPARQL endpoint and explore its contents using so
called focus, which represents the user’s intent. Its iter-
ative refinement corresponds to the exploration process.
The focus is defined using three types of constrains:
concept, entity and modifier. The concept constraint
allows the user to define subject type(s). The entity con-
strain restricts the focus to a single entity. Modifiers
represent logical operations and filters.

In each step of the focus refinement process, the user

is guided by suggestions for all three types of constrains.

Sparklis offers an on–the–fly data visualization in a

form of a table or, in case of geolocalized data, a map. A

query corresponding to the current focus is accessible in

the integrated YASGUI tool, which provides additional

options for visualization and data export.



Fig. 5. Sparklis user interface for data exploration

From the point of view of the LD Consumption pro-
cess, Sparklis covers mainly Dataset discovery and Data
manipulation.

5.5. YASGUI

Yet Another SPARQL GUI (YASGUI) [101] is a
web-based SPARQL query editor. As such it offers the
ability for the user to specify a SPARQL query without
knowing the precise syntax. Once the query is executed
YASGUI provides different visualizations, such as table,
pivot table, Google Chart and Map visualizations, and
export of SPARQL SELECT results to a CSV file.

Fig. 6. YASGUI SPARQL query builder interface

The aim of YASGUI is not to be used as a standalone
tool, but rather be integrated as a component. Still, it

covers several areas of the LD consumption process,
mainly Data manipulation, Data visualization and Data
output.

It is currently used in multiple LD based tools69,
e.g. Apache Jena Fuseki, Eclipse RDF4J and OntoText
GraphDB triplestores.

5.6. UnifiedViews

UnifiedViews [74] (UV) is a predecessor of Linked-
Pipes ETL, which means that it is also an open–source
tool for design and execution of ETL pipelines (see
Figure 7), and it is also focused on RDF and linked
data and features a library of reusable components. Its
requirements coverage is therefore a subset of the cov-
erage of LinkedPipes ETL.

Fig. 7. UnifiedViews transformation pipeline

While it can be successfully used for LD publication,
which is its primary purpose, its usage for LD consump-
tion is limited to expert users only, due to its lack of
proper documentation, incomplete API coverage and
proprietary configuration formats.

5.7. LinkedPipes ETL

LinkedPipes ETL (LP-ETL) [71] is an open–source
tool for design and execution of ETL (Extract, Trans-
form, Load) pipelines (see Figure 8), with a library of
more than 60 reusable components which can be used
in the pipelines and which very well support the Data
manipulation and Data output requirement groups. The
tool is primarily focused on working with RDF data and
features a thorough documentation, including how-tos
and tutorials for typical LD ETL scenarios. LP-ETL
also helps the user, who still has to be a LD expert

69https://github.com/OpenTriply/YASGUI.YASQE
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though, to build a data transformation pipeline using
smart suggestions of components to use. LinkedPipes
ETL is developed as a replacement for UnifiedViews.

Fig. 8. LinkedPipes ETL transformation pipeline

Regarding the LD Consumption process, the most
notable features are its capability of working with larger
data using so called data chunking approach [70] sat-
isfying C 12.5 SPARQL: advanced download. In the
Developer and community support requirements group,
the satisfaction of C 33.3 Full API coverage and C 34.2
Configuration in RDF means that the tool can be easily
integrated with other systems.

LinkedPipes ETL does not support the user in
Dataset discovery or Data visualization.

5.8. OpenCube

OpenCube [63] (OC) is an open source project,
which supports publication of statistical data using the
RDF Data Cube Vocabulary and also provides visu-
alizations and data analytics on top of the statistical
cubes. OpenCube wraps another tool, the Information
Workbench [53], and thus it has all the functionality
provided by Information Workbench (see Figure 9).

Fig. 9. OpenCube user interface in Information Workbench

OpenCube also integrates several other tools such as
R and Grafter. The created visualization can be embed-
ded into an HTML page as an interactive script.

5.9. Datalift

Datalift [45] (DL) aims at semantic lifting of non-
RDF data, but it can be also used to consume RDF data.
It uses projects to group different data sources together
and it allows users to perform transformations such as
SPARQL CONSTUCT, String to URI, IRI translation
and Silk link discovery, supporting Data manipulation.
Finally, it provides visualizations and RDF and CSV
data export, fulfilling Req. 27 Manual visualization,
Req. 29 RDF dump output, and C 32.2 CSV file output,
respectively.

Fig. 10. Datalift user interface

The web-based user interface is simple and user
friendly (see Figure 10). Datalift provides out of the
box manual visualization with support for several chart
types like line chart, table chart, bar chart, timeline, tree
map, geographical map, etc.

5.10. Discussion

Based on the conducted survey we determined that
currently, there is no single tool sufficiently covering
the LD consumption process. There are tools covering
parts of it, providing automated visualization of pub-
lished data (LinkedPipes Visualization), manual visu-
alization of published data (V2, VISU), exploration of
given data (Sparklis), SPARQL query building capabil-
ities (YASGUI) and then there are tools mainly focused
on publishing LD, which can also be used for LD con-
sumption (UnifiedViews, LinkedPipes ETL, OpenCube,
Datalift).

One thing that the surveyed tools have in common is
that their potential users still need to know about LD



and the semantic web technologies (RDF, SPARQL) at
least to some degree to be able to use them. Moreover,
even for users who know said technologies, it is neces-
sary to pick multiple tools to consume LD. Even then,
there are gaps in the LD consumption process mainly
in the area of Dataset discovery and Developer and
community support. No tools cover them sufficiently.

While we do not expect a tool covering the whole LD
consumption process to emerge, it is still unnecessarily
difficult to discover and process LD even using a com-
bination of tools, since even when they exist for a given
area, they are not easily integrable (see Req. 33 API and
Req. 34 RDF configuration). In addition, the existing
tools do not exploit the benefits given by publishing
data as LD to their full potential yet. Most of the exist-
ing tools work only at the RDF format level, e.g. show-
ing triples, predicates and classes, not interpreting the
meaning of data modeled using the commonly reused
vocabularies (e.g. 8.1 Preview – W3C vocabularies, 8.2
Preview – LOV vocabularies). They also do not work
much with techniques such as IRI dereferencing.

In the category of Dataset discovery, there is a lack
of tools which would provide dataset search capabilities
enhanced with support for semantic relations, which
can be obtained from the existing data or existing data
catalogs. The existing tools are limited to requiring a
link to an RDF dump or a SPARQL endpoint from their
users as an input, which could, ideally, be provided by
the dataset discovery techniques.

In the category of Developer and community support
we have seen two kinds of tools, commercial and aca-
demic. The commercial tools such as fluidOps Informa-
tion Workbench, on which OpenCube is built as a plu-
gin, seem to be maintained better. However, these are
not friendly to users who want to use a tool for free. The
academic tools usually serve as a demonstration of an
approach described in a paper, and are not maintained
at all (V2), or they are supported by research projects
LinkedPipes ETL, OpenCube and their maintenance is
limited after the project ends.

6. Related work

In this section we go over related work in the sense
of similar studies of LD consumption possibilities.

The Survey on Linked Data Exploration Systems
[80] provides an overview of 16 existing tools in three
categories, classified according to 16 criteria. The first
category represents the LD browsers, the second cate-
gory represents domain-specific and cross-domain rec-

ommenders, which should be considered for integration
into LDCP regarding e.g. our Req. 6 Context-based
discovery result enhancement. The third category repre-
sents the exploratory search systems (ESS) which could
be considered for LDCP regarding Req. 2 Catalog-free
discovery. A recent survey on RDF Dataset Profiling
[39] surveys methods and tools for LOD dataset pro-
filing. The survey identifies and compares 20 existing
profiling tools which could be considered for LDCP
regarding Req. 2 Catalog-free discovery. The surveyed
systems help the user to find the data he is looking for.
However, in the scope of LDCP, this is only the begin-
ning of the consumption, which is typically followed
by processing of the found data leading to a custom
visualization or data in a format for further processing.

In [115] authors introduce a system which provides
a visual interface to assist users in defining SPARQL
queries. The paper compares 9 existing software tools
which provide such assistance to the users. These tools
could be integrated into LDCP to cover Req. 3 Search
query language and Req. 4 Search query formulation
assistance.

A recent survey on Ontology Matching [94] indicates
there is a growing interest in the field, which could
prove very useful when integrated into LDCP, covering
Req. 17 Semantic relationship analysis and Req. 18
Semantic relationship deduction.

A survey on Quality Assessment for Linked Data
[133] defines 18 quality dimensions such as availability,
consistency and completeness and 69 finer-grained met-
rics. The authors also analyze 30 core approaches to LD
quality and 12 tools, which creates a comprehensive
base of quality indicators to be used to cover Req. 10
Quality indicators. One of the quality dimensions deals
with licensing, which can be a good base for Req. 26
License management, which is, so far, left uncovered.

A survey on Linked Data Visualization [31] defines
18 criteria and surveys 15 LD browsers, which could
be used to cover the discovery Req. 2 Catalog-free
discovery and the visualization requirements (Req. 27
Manual visualization and Req. 28 Vocabulary-based
visualization).

In Exploring User and System Requirements of
Linked Data Visualization through a Visual Dashboard
Approach [84] the authors perform a focus group study.
They aim for determining the users’ needs and sys-
tem requirements for visualizing LD using the dash-
board approach. The authors utilize their Points of View
(.views.) framework for various parallel visualizations
of LD. They also emphasize the heterogeneity of LD
and the need for highly customized visualizations for



different kinds of LD, which supports our Req. 8 Pre-
view based on vocabularies, and Req. 28 Vocabulary-
based visualization.

Close to our presented survey is a recent survey on
The Use of Software Tools in Linked Data Publication
and Consumption [11]. The authors assume a LOD pub-
lication process as well as a LOD consumption process
(both taken from existing literature). They do a system-
atic literature review to identify existing software tools
for LOD publication and consumption. They identify 9
software tools for publication and consumption of LOD.
Their survey differs from ours in many aspects. First,
9 evaluated tools are not recent, they were published
betwen years 2007 - 2012, and only one is from 2014.
We evaluate tools from 2013 or newer. Therefore, our
study is more recent. Second, the authors evaluated how
each tool supports individual steps in both processes.
However, evaluation criteria are not clear. The paper
does not present any requirements nor criteria, only
steps of the processes. It is not clear how the authors
evaluated whether a given tools supports a given step.
The only detail present is evaluation of supported RDF
serialization formats. Therefore, our study is more de-
tailed and precise. Third, they evaluate the tools only
based on the papers where the tools are described. It is
not described whether tools were installed and used. In
our study, this is one of the selection criteria. Therefore,
our work is more useful for the community not only
because it is more recent, detailed and precise but also
because it informs the readers about the tools which
can be actually used and which requirements they really
cover in their run-time.

Another close paper is our own study [72] conducted
at the end of 2015 which contains a brief survey on the
same topic. The novel survey presented in this paper is
its significant extension. We describe the LD consump-
tion process and compare it to the existing literature.
We revise the evaluation requirements, put them into
the context of the LD consumption process and make
their evaluation more precise and repeatable by intro-
ducing exact evaluation criteria. Both the requirements
and the criteria are now supported by existing litera-
ture and W3C Recommendations. In [72] the evaluated
tools were selected based on a quick literature survey
while in this paper we selected the tools based on a
systematic, deep and repeatable survey. The evaluation
results are presented in a bigger detail. Last but not
least, the evaluated tools in this paper are more recent
and we recently (Nov 2017) checked their availability.

7. Conclusions

In this paper, we identified the need for a software
which would provide access to Linked Data to con-
sumers. We call such software Linked Data Consump-
tion Platform (LDCP). We motivated our work by a task
given to a data journalist who needs to write an article
about population of European cities and who wants to
back the article by data in a CSV file. Based on the
needs of the journalist we described the LD consump-
tion process, and in turn we defined 36 requirements on
tools implementing it, which were further split into 93
evaluation criteria. The requirements were based on and
supported by standards and existing literature. Then we
performed a survey of 110 existing tools, which after 4
elimination rounds ended in 9 tools which we consider
as minimalistic LDCP and which are usable for various
parts of the consumption process.

Based on the survey, we come to the conclusion that
there is currently no existing usable tool which could
be used to support the whole LD consumption process.
This poses a problem for LD adoption, as consumers
often still find consuming 3* data such as CSV files
more comfortable than working with LD. At the same
time, potential LD publishers have a hard time convinc-
ing their superiors to sanction the additional effort to
achieve LD publication, when there are no immediately
appreciable benefits of doing so.

Our survey may serve as an overview of expected
functionality for anyone who would like to build a tool
(or integrate more existing tools) for LD consumption
or selected parts of the consumption process, as well as
a starting point for anyone interested in what benefits
to expect when publishing data as LD.

As to the future research directions, possibilities of
integration of individual tools into bigger platforms
should be investigated. Our survey shows that there are
no technical barriers to making LD as usable to non-
experts as other open data formats such as CSV files.
There is only the lack of proper tooling.
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Appendix

A. Tools evaluated using all criteria



Tool/Criterion LP-VIZ V2 VISU Sp YAS UV LP-ETL OC DL

1.1 CKAN API – – – – – – – 3 –

1.2 RDF metadata in dump – – – – – – – – –

1.3 Metadata in SPARQL endpoint – – – – – – – – –

1.4 Metadata from IRI dereferencing – – – – – – – – –

2.1 Dataset profiling – – – – – – – – –

3.1 Structured search form – – – 3 – – – – –

3.2 Fulltext search – – – – – – – 3 –

3.3 Natural language based intent expression – – – – – – – – –

3.4 Formal language based intent expression – – – – – – – – –

4.1 Keyword autocomplete – – – 3 – – – – –

4.2 Vocabulary based autocomplete – – – – – – – – –

4.3 Faceted search – – – – – – – – –

5.1 Context-based intent enhancement – – – – – – – – –

6.1 Context-based discovery result enhancement – – – – – – – – –

7.1 Content-based dataset ranking – – – – – – – – –

7.2 Context-based dataset ranking – – – – – – – – –

7.3 Intent-based dataset ranking – – – – – – – – –

8.1 Preview – W3C vocabularies 3 – – – – – – – –

8.2 Preview – LOV vocabularies 3 – – – – – – – –

8.3 Preview metadata – – – – – – – – –

9.1 Preview data – – – – – – – 3 –

9.2 Schema extraction – 3 – 3 – – – 3 –

10.1 Quality indicators – – – – – – – – –

11.1 IRI dereferencing 3 – – – – – 3 – –

11.2 Crawling – – – – – – – – –

12.1 SPARQL: built-in querying 3 3 3 3 3 3 3 3 3

12.2 SPARQL: named graphs 3 – 3 – – 3 3 – 3

12.3 SPARQL: custom query – – 3 – 3 3 3 3 3

12.4 SPARQL: authentication – – – – – 3 3 3 3

12.5 SPARQL: advanced download – – – – – 3 3 – –
Table 3

Tools evaluated using all criteria - part 1 - Req. 1 Catalog support – Req. 12 SPARQL querying



Tool/Criterion LP-VIZ V2 VISU Sp YAS UV LP-ETL OC DL

13.1 RDF/XML file load – – – – – 3 3 3 3

13.2 Turtle file load 3 – – – – 3 3 3 3

13.3 N-Triples file load – – – – – 3 3 3 3

13.4 JSON-LD file load – – – – – 3 3 – 3

13.5 RDFa file load – – – – – 3 3 3 3

13.6 N-Quads file load – – – – – 3 3 3 3

13.7 TriG file load – – – – – 3 3 3 3

13.8 Handling of bigger files – – – – – – – – –

13.9 CSV on the Web load – – – – – – – – –

13.10 Direct mapping load – – – – – 3 – – 3

13.11 R2RML load – – – – – – – 3 –

14.1 Linked Data Platform containers – – – – – – – – –

15.1 Monitoring of input changes: polling – – – – – 3 – 3 –

15.2 Monitoring of input changes: subscription – – – – – – – – –

16.1 Manual versioning support – – – – – – – – –

16.2 Automated versioning support – – – – – – – – –

17.1 Shared resources analysis – – – – – – – – –

17.2 Link analysis – – – – – – – – –

17.3 Shared vocabularies analysis – 3 – – – – – – –

18.1 Link discovery – – – – – – – 3 3

18.2 Ontology alignment – – – – – – – – –

19.1 Vocabulary mapping based transformations – – – – – – – – –

19.2 Vocabulary-based SPARQL transformations – – – – – – – – –

20.1 Ontology alignment – – – – – – – – –

21.1 RDFS inference – – – – – – – – –

21.2 Resource fusion – – – – – – – – –

21.3 OWL inference – – – – – – – – –

22.1 Assisted selection 3 – – – – – – – –

22.2 Assisted projection – – – – – – – – –

23.1 Custom transformations – – – – – 3 3 3 3

24.1 Automated data manipulation – – – – – – – – –

25.1 Provenance input – – – – – – – – –

25.2 Provenance output – – – – – – – – –

26.1 License awareness – – – – – – – – 3

26.2 License management – – – – – – – – –
Table 4

Tools evaluated using all criteria - part 2 - Req. 13 RDF dump load – Req. 26 License management



Tool/Criterion LP-VIZ V2 VISU Sp YAS UV LP-ETL OC DL

27.1 Manual visualization – – 3 3 3 – – 3 3

28.1 Vocabulary-based visualization 3 – – – – – – – –

29.1 RDF/XML file dump – – – – – 3 3 3 3

29.2 Turtle file dump – – – – – 3 3 3 3

29.3 N-Triples file dump – – – – – 3 3 3 3

29.4 JSON-LD file dump – – – – – 3 3 – –

29.5 RDFa file dump – – – – – 3 3 3 –

29.6 N-Quads file dump – – – – – 3 3 3 3

29.7 TriG file dump – – – – – 3 3 3 3

30.1 SPARQL Update support – – – – – 3 3 – –

30.2 SPARQL: named graphs support – – – – – 3 3 – –

30.3 SPARQL: authentication support – – – – – 3 3 – –

30.4 SPARQL Graph Store HTTP Protocol output – – – – – – 3 – –

31.1 Linked Data Platform Containers Output – – – – – – – – –

32.1 Non-expert data output – – – – – – – – 3

32.2 CSV file output – – – – 3 3 3 3 3

32.3 CSV on the Web output – – – – – – – – –

32.4 XML file output – – – – – – 3 3 –

32.5 JSON file output – – – – – – 3 3 –

32.6 Output for specific third-party tools – – 3 – – – – 3 –

33.1 Existence of API – – – – – 3 3 – –

33.2 API documentation – – – – – 3 3 – –

33.3 Full API coverage – – – – – – 3 – –

34.1 Configuration in open format – – – – – 3 3 – –

34.2 Configuration in RDF – – – – – – 3 – –

35.1 Repository for plugins – – – – – – – – –

35.2 Repository for projects – – – – – – – – –

36.1 Deployment of services – – – – – 3 3 – –

Total 8 3 5 5 4 30 34 28 23
Table 5

Tools evaluated using all criteria - part 3 - Req. 27 Manual visualization – Req. 36 Deployment of services



B. Elimination rounds for potential candidates

Tools/Round 2 3 4

[92] Aemoo 70 3 7

[79] Aether 71 3 7

[110] CODE Balloon 72 3 7

[30] Prissma Browser 73 7

[81] CubeViz 74 3 7

[106] D2V 75 7

[105] DataGraft 76 7

[45] Datalift 77 3 3 3

[57] DCAT merger 78 3 7

[107] CODE DoSeR 79 7

[107] CODE Enrichment Service
and Annotator Tool 80

7

[130] ESTA-LD 81 3 7

[9] ExConQuer 7

[51] FAGI-gis 82 3 3 7

[28] FuhSen 83 3 7

[64] Fusepool 84 3 7

[49] Graphium 85 7

[88] Karma 86 7

[3] Konclude 87 7

[65] LD-R 88 3 3 7

[68] LDVMi 89 3 7

[14] LinDA 90 3 7

[118] LinDA LinkDaViz 91 7

Table 6
All evaluated tools which passed elimination round 1 - part 1

70http://wit.istc.cnr.it/aemoo/
71http://demo.seco.tkk.fi/aether/
72http://schlegel.github.io/balloon/index.html
73http://wimmics.inria.fr/projects/prissma/
74http://cubeviz.aksw.org/
75http://www.ics.forth.gr/isl/D2VSystem
76https://github.com/datagraft
77http://datalift.org/
78https://github.com/pheyvaer/dcat-merger
79https://code.know-center.tugraz.at/search
80https://code.know-center.tugraz.at/search
81https://github.com/GeoKnow/ESTA-LD
82https://github.com/SLIPO-EU/FAGI-gis
83https://github.com/LiDaKrA/FuhSen
84https://github.com/fusepoolP3
85https://github.com/afloresv/Graphium
86http://usc-isi-i2.github.io/karma/
87http://www.derivo.de/en/produkte/konclude.html
88http://ld-r.org/
89https://github.com/ldvm/LDVMi
90http://linda.west.uni-koblenz.de/
91http://eis.iai.uni-bonn.de/Projects/LinkDaViz.

html

Tools/Round 2 3 4

[120] LinkedWidgets 92 3 7

[117] LinkSUM 93 3 7

[17] LODeX 94 7

[15] LODLaundromat 95 3 3 7

[87] LODmilla 96 7

[38] LODSight 97 3 7

[90] LODVader 98 7

[96] LOG (linked-open-graph) 99 3 7

[58] LOTUS 100 3 7

[71] LP-ETL 101 3 3 3

[69] LP-VIZ 102 3 3 3

[63] OpenCube 103 3 3 3

[67] Payola 104 7

[127] PepeSearch 105 3 7

[60] ProLOD++ 106 7

[10] QUaTRO 107 7

[107] CODE Query Wizard 108 7

[18] rdf:SynopsViz 109 3 7

[25] RDF4U 110 3 7

[29] RDFpro 111 3 3 7

[8] Roomba 112 7

[99] RVL 113 3 7

[6] SemFacet 114 3 3 7

[24] Sextant 115 3 7

[46] Sparklis 116 3 3 3

Table 7
All evaluated tools which passed elimination round 1 - part 2

92http://linkedwidgets.org/
93http://km.aifb.kit.edu/services/link/
94http://dbgroup.unimo.it/lodex
95https://github.com/LOD-Laundromat
96http://lodmilla.sztaki.hu/lodmilla/
97http://lod2-dev.vse.cz/lodsight-v2
98https://github.com/AKSW/LODVader/
99http://log.disit.org/service/
100https://github.com/filipdbrsk/LOTUS_Search
101https://github.com/linkedpipes/etl
102https://github.com/ldvm/LDVMi
103http://opencube-toolkit.eu/
104https://github.com/payola/Payola
105https://github.com/guiveg/pepesearch
106https://www.hpi.uni-potsdam.de/naumann/sites/

prolod++
107http://dice.cyfronet.pl/products/quatro
108https://code.know-center.tugraz.at/search
109http://synopsviz.imis.athena-innovation.gr/
110http://rc.lodac.nii.ac.jp/rdf4u/
111http://rdfpro.fbk.eu/
112https://github.com/ahmadassaf/OpenData-Checker
113https://github.com/janpolowinski/rvl
114https://github.com/semfacet
115http://sextant.di.uoa.gr/
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http://eis.iai.uni-bonn.de/Projects/LinkDaViz.html
http://eis.iai.uni-bonn.de/Projects/LinkDaViz.html
http://linkedwidgets.org/
http://km.aifb.kit.edu/services/link/
http://dbgroup.unimo.it/lodex
https://github.com/LOD-Laundromat
http://lodmilla.sztaki.hu/lodmilla/
http://lod2-dev.vse.cz/lodsight-v2
https://github.com/AKSW/LODVader/
http://log.disit.org/service/
https://github.com/filipdbrsk/LOTUS_Search
https://github.com/linkedpipes/etl
https://github.com/ldvm/LDVMi
http://opencube-toolkit.eu/
https://github.com/payola/Payola
https://github.com/guiveg/pepesearch
https://www.hpi.uni-potsdam.de/naumann/sites/prolod++
https://www.hpi.uni-potsdam.de/naumann/sites/prolod++
http://dice.cyfronet.pl/products/quatro
https://code.know-center.tugraz.at/search
http://synopsviz.imis.athena-innovation.gr/
http://rc.lodac.nii.ac.jp/rdf4u/
http://rdfpro.fbk.eu/
https://github.com/ahmadassaf/OpenData-Checker
https://github.com/janpolowinski/rvl
https://github.com/semfacet
http://sextant.di.uoa.gr/


Tools/Round 2 3 4

[132] SpEnD 117 3 7

[109] SPEX 118 3 7

[56] SPORTAL 119 3 7

[36] StatSpace 120 3 7

[30] Prissma Studio 121 3 7

[124] SWGET 122 7

[21] SWOWS 123 7

[104] Tapioca 124 7

[78] Uduvudu 125 3 7

[74] UnifiedViews 126 3 3 3

[2] V2 127 3 3 3

[102] ViCoMap 128 3 7

[2] VISU 129 3 3 3

[107] CODE Visualisation Wizard 130 7

[4] WikiNext 131 7

[14] LinDA Workbench 132 7

[101] YASGUI 133 3 3 3

Table 8
All evaluated tools which passed elimination round 1 - part 3

116http://www.irisa.fr/LIS/ferre/sparklis/
117https://github.com/semihyumusak/SpEnD
118https://github.com/lodum/SPEX
119https://github.com/SAliHasnain/

sparqlautodescription
120http://statspace.linkedwidgets.org/
121http://wimmics.inria.fr/projects/prissma/
122https://swget.wordpress.com/
123http://www.swows.org
124http://aksw.org/Projects/Tapioca.html
125https://github.com/uduvudu/uduvudu/
126https://github.com/unifiedviews
127http://data.aalto.fi/V2
128http://vicomap.informatik.uni-mannheim.de/
129http://data.aalto.fi/visu
130https://code.know-center.tugraz.at/search
131https://github.com/pavel-arapov/wikinext
132http://linda.west.uni-koblenz.de/
133https://github.com/OpenTriply/YASGUI

http://www.irisa.fr/LIS/ferre/sparklis/
https://github.com/semihyumusak/SpEnD
https://github.com/lodum/SPEX
https://github.com/SAliHasnain/sparqlautodescription
https://github.com/SAliHasnain/sparqlautodescription
http://statspace.linkedwidgets.org/
http://wimmics.inria.fr/projects/prissma/
https://swget.wordpress.com/
http://www.swows.org
http://aksw.org/Projects/Tapioca.html
https://github.com/uduvudu/uduvudu/
https://github.com/unifiedviews
http://data.aalto.fi/V2
http://vicomap.informatik.uni-mannheim.de/
http://data.aalto.fi/visu
https://code.know-center.tugraz.at/search
https://github.com/pavel-arapov/wikinext
http://linda.west.uni-koblenz.de/
https://github.com/OpenTriply/YASGUI

